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Decision __ ~_"~ __ O __ Z __ O_3_0 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY ) 
(U-338-E) for a Certificate That the ) 
Present and Future Public Convenience ) 
and Necessity Require or Will Require ) 
Edison to Invest and Participate in ) 
the Construction and Operation of ) 
Applicant's Share of a 500 kV AC ) 
Transmission Line Starting at the ) 
california-orcgon Border ana Going ) 
Through Alameda, Colusa, Contra Costa, ) 
Glenn, Mercecl, Moc:loc, Saeral'llento, ) 
San Joaquin, Shasta, Siskiyou,. Solano, ) 
Tehama, and Yolo Counties in ) 
California, Known as the Calitornia- ) 
Oregon Transmi~sion Project. ) 

---------------------------------) 

x. IntrocJuction 

Application 87-10-02"3· 
(Filed October 14, 1987) 

A-87-10-023 is Edison's second COT froject application. 
On April 8, 1987 Edison tiled A.8i-04-012,: its first COT Project 
application. On May 8,·1987 the Commission's Executive Director 
informed Edison by letter that A.87-04-012 was incomplete. In 
addition to listing certain defiCiencies, the Executive Director's 
letter requested additional intormation from Edison designed to 
cure the identified deficiencies. On May 28, 1987 the Commission 
issued D.87-O'S-068,'an order acUninistr,ati'l'ely closing the 
A.87-04-012 docket;' at the same time the Commission encouraqed 
Edison to file a new and complete COT Project application in 
timely fashion. Eclison did not appeal e~ther the May 8th Executive 
Director letter or 0.87-05-068. Instead, it submitted additional 
information <to the Executive Oireetor relative'to,A .. 87-04-012, and 
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thereafter it submitted A.S7-10-023, its second CO~ Project 
application. 

By letter dated November 13, 1987, the Commission's 
Executive Director 1nrorme~ Southern California Edison Company 
(Edison) that its october 14, 1987 Application for a Certificate of 
Publie Conve~ience and Necessity (CPC&N) (A.87-10-023) authorizing 
participation in the california-Oregon Transmission (COT) Project 
was incomplete as submitted, and therefore rejected. (A copy of 
the November 13th letter t~ Edison's counsel is attached as 
Appendix A). On December 14,1987 Edison tiled a formal appeal 
challenging the Executive Director's determination. This decision 
resolves the issues raised by.Edison's appeal, as required, by 
Government Code section 65943. 

xx. standard of' Reyiew 

The instant appeal was made by applicants in reliance on 
Government Code §65943 of the Permit Streamlining Act (PSA) and 
Rule a5 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. 
Government Code §65943(c) provides as follows, in relevant part: 

"" (e) If the application together with the 
submitted materials are determined not to be 
complete pursuant to subdivision (b), the 
public agency shall provide a process tor the' 
applicant to appeal that decision in writing to 
the governing body of the agency ••• "" 

The Commission has not initiated a separate appellate 
process to handle challenges' to, the determination of incompleteness 
by the Executive Direetor. However, we do have appellate rules . 
that generally govern our proceedings. until such time as we may 
elect to create a distinct appellate process'with regard to the 
PSA, Rule 8S of the Commission's Rules ot Practice and" Procedure is 
the appropriate procedure for such challenges. That rule specifies 
that an'application for rehearing 'of a commission order or decision 
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shall be filed within 30 days after the date of issuance. The 
appeal herein was filed in compliance' with Rule as. l 

In reviewing the EXecutive Director determination that 
the appli~ation is incomplete, we must considerb~th the 
requirements and fundamental goals of the PSA (Govt. Code §-§ 65920 
et seq.) and the provisions and purposes of the Public Utilities 
Act. (Public utilities Code §§ 201 e~ seq.> These statutes must 
be examined in conjunction with each other.. It is an established 
rule of statutory construction that statutes should be interpreted 
with reference to the' whole system of law, so that all may be 

harmonized, (58 cal Jur. 3d §108). All acts relatinq to the same 
subject shoulc1 be read together and harmonized if possible, Ebert 
v, State, (1949) 33 C.2d 502, Boyd Y, HUntington, (1932') 215, C. 
47,3. Aeeordinqly, the responsibilities of the Commission in the 
PSA must be reconciled with the responsibilities of the Commission 
pursuant to the Public utilities Act. Any standard' of review we 
adopt must comport with these principles. 

Of paramount importance in formulation of this standard 
is consideration of the consequences of an agency's determination 
of completeness. Under the PSA the Commission has only 180 days to 
reach a final decision from the date the applications are 
determined to be complete or the project is Ndeemed approvedN• 
(Govt. COde §§ 65952, 65956(b). Thus, once the commission accepts 
an application for filinq under thePSA, the opportunity for 
additional discovery prior to hearings is minimal. For example, if 
the instant application had been determined to be complete, the 

1 Government Code § 65943 also provides that if the final written 
determination of the appeal is not made within 60 calendar days 
after receipt of appJ.icant's written appeal, the application with 
the submitted materi~ls shall be deemed complete for the purposes 
of this chapter. Since this decision is issued within the time 
limits mandated by the statutory scheme, the' provision for deemed 
completeness is not applicable. ' 
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tentative schedule issued by AtJ Ruling on September 22, 1987 would 
have allowed for only six weeks between acceptance of the 
applications and the completion of the draft DRA testimony. 

~hese consequences must be viewed, in conjunction with the 
obliqations of the Commission under the Public Utilities Act. The 
Commission's basic responsibility is to evaluate whether a proposed 
project is, or will 00 required tor the public convenience and 
necessity. (PO Code' !il001). In reaching this. determination, the 
Commission is requirea to make separate findings of fact and 
conclusions of law on all material issues. Failure of the 
Commission to make such findings and conclusions will result in 
annulment of the Commission's order (Gre~h9Und Lin~sf Ine. v. ~, 
65 C.2d 811 (1967». In a project of this scope such findings and 
conClusions necessarily will be extensive. All such findings must 
be basecl on substantial evidence in the record. C~'UeAipa water CQ: .. 
H2. 1 V. PUC (1960) 54 C.2d 823.) PO' Cocle § 1102 specifies that 
the Commission shall not issue a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity unless it is satisfied that the electrical 
corporation has provided all information described in the statute. 
In order to fulfill this obligation, the commission must have 
before it a complete record on which to base its decision. In a 
case of this complexity, there is no, doubt that the necessary 
record to make a reasoned decision must be very comprehensive. 

The Commission has an exceedingly tight time frame in 
which to discharge these responSibilities, once the application is 
accepted as complete and the time limits begin to run under the 
PSA. It must obtain and analyze all evidence, hold hearings, . 
review briefs and issue its decision within 180 days. Since any 
possible extension of this time frame is within the sole discretion 
of the applieants, the Commission has no assuranee ot, any extension 
ot time. Govt. Code §§65950, 65957. completeness ot an 
application at the beginning of the proceed'ing is ,therefore, 
critical • 
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It follows from. the time constraints of the PSA and the 
suDstantial responsibility of the commission under the Public 
Utilities Act, that the critical determination of completeness. must 
lie within the reasonable discretion of the commission. The 
I"et;islature has apparently recoqnized this. lO9'ic in, electing to' 
leaye the determination of com.pleteness to the agency's discretion. 
The only pertinent requirement of the Act is that each. agency 
prepare an ·In!ormation and criteria List· to help inform 
applicants of information that will be necessary (Gov't. Codes 
§§ 65940-4l). The commission adopted such. a list. in 1979 (1 CPUC 
2d 166 (1979». The Legislature did not elect to prescribe to 
agencies what information they must obtain, but was silent on the 
substantive contents of such. lists. The Legislature further did 
not elect to dictate to the Commission that the Information and 
criteria List is the exclusive standard to be applied in 
determining completeness. We therefore conclude that the 
Commission has been left to- exercise its discretion in these 
matterS, so long as it is exercised reasonably. Our standard of 
review must recognize the realities imposed by the Public Utilities 
Act and the PSA anel must alsO reflect the fact that the burden of 
proof justi~ing the issuance of the' certificate is clearly on the 
applicant. 

It should be unelerstood that the foregoing eliscussion 
concerns our good-faith compliance with the PSA--which. we support 
!ully--and in no way marks an attempt to circumvent the statute. 

We turn now to the specific arguments raised by Edison 
in contesting the Executive Director's determination. 

:ax. Edison's Grounds for Appeal . 

A. :rntroduction 
Edison makes two arguments in support of its contention 

that the Commission should accept its' second COT Projeet 
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support of a CPC&N application. According to Edison, EMk's study 
provides sufficient reliable information for the Commission to 
assess the four specific statutory criteria of § 1102. For 
example, the ~ study addresses increased cost of PNW. surplus 
energy and the posSbility of future increases in charges tor that 
surplus energy, by focusing on availability , historical prices, 
projected· tuture prices, and benefits. of PNW surplus capacity and 
ener9Y. Similarly, it believes it has addressed two other specific 
statutory criteria in the reconciliation table attached in its 
appeal (Appendix E). These refer to the feasibility of negotiating 
long term contracts under reasonable charges,. and the feasibility 
of purchasing electricity directly from Canada rather than fro~ 

BPA. 
Edison also maintains that its second COT application. 

complies fUlly with GO 131-C. Itmain~ins that such· compliance is 
demonstrated either in its- refiled. COT application, or in the 
'l'ank/Western Draft EJ:S/EJ:R issued. November 26,. 1987 and 
incorporated by reference in its second COT application. Edison 
also believes that it has provided additional information by 
respondinq in qood taith to' ORA's data requests,. -many of which 
went well beyond the scope of GO 131-C.- (Edison appeal, p. 11.) 

Edison believes the purpose of PSA is -to el~inate 
unreasonable delay in the processinq of permit applications by 
government aqencies.- (Edison appeal, p. 11) .. Edison contends 
that ORA.is misusing its position as the reviewinq staff, has 
gain4~d an unfair advantage by being able to delay the acceptance of 
Edison's application until it obtains as many discovery concessions 
as posslble or until the application is permanently withdrawn, and 
is othetwise creating a regulatory movinq.target by.finding new 
deficiencies in the second. app'lieation .. 
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It follows from the time constraints ot the PSA and the 
substantial responsibility of the Commission under the Public 
Utilities Act, that the critical determination of completeness must 
lie within the reasonable discretion of the'commission. ~he 

Legislature has apparently recognized this 10q1C, in electinq to' 
leaye the determination of completeness te>theagency's discretion. 
The only pertinent requirement of the Act is that each agency 
prepare an *Intormation and Criteria List* to' help inform 
applicants of information that will De necessary (Gov't. Codes 
§§ 65940-41). The co:m:mission adopted such a list in 1979 (1 CPUC 
2d 11S6 (1979». The Leqislature did not elect to prescribe to 
aqeneies what intormation they must o~tain, but was silent on the 
substantive contents of such lists. The Leqislature further did 
not elect to dietate to the Commission that the Information and 
criteria List is the exclusive standard to be applied in 
determininq completeness. We therefore conclude that the 
Commission has been lett to exercise its discretion in these 
matters, so lonq as it is exercised reasonably. Our standard of 
review must recognize the realities imposed by the Public Utilities 
Act and the PSA and must also reflect the tact that the burden of 
proof justifyinq the issuance ot the certificate is clearly on the 
applicant. 

It should be understood that the toregoinq discussion 
concerns our qood-faith compliance with the PSA--which we support 
tully--and in no way marks an attempt to circumvent the, statute. 

We turn now to the specific arquments,raisec1. ~y Edison 
in contesting the Executive Director's determination. 

:ax. Jdia,sm's (jl:'oUnds tor Appeal 

A. Introdus;j:loD 
Edison makes two argwnents in ,support of its contention 

that the commission should. accept its second COT Project 
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application as complete. First, it'lIlaintains that its second 
application satis~ies all pertinent statutory- and requlatory 
requirements. Second, it' eontends that the rejection of its· 
application was premised on unfounded deficiencies. 
B. 'the Application Satisfies 

All PertJ.nent Statutory and 
Regulatory Requixmaents 

Edison notes that Public Utilities CPU) Code § 1001 
provides qenerally that certificates must ~ souqht betore Ntbe 
construction ot a line, plant or system or any extension thereof. IF 

(PU Code § 1102). By tiling an application tor a CPC&N that meets 
the requirements of GO 131-C, Edison mAintains that it. bas 

satisfied the requirements of § 1001. 
EdisOl~l also believes that it has complied with the 

provisiOns o~ prj Code § 1003 requirinqprovision of preliminary 
enqineerinq and desiqn intormat:i.on, a project ilnplementation plan, 
cost estimates, a 'cost analy~is comparing the project with any 

• 

feasible 4lternatives sources of power,. and a,desiqn and • 
construction ma1'l4qement cost control plan. In support of this 
cont4~ntion it cites certain volumes of the TankfWestern Area: Power 
Administration Draft Environmental Impact statement/Environmental 
Impact Report (EIS/EIR), adopted by reference in its application. 
It also cites Exhibits J, F, K, ~d C to A.S7-10-023. 

Edison also believes it has complied with § 1004, which 
covers technical filinq requirements. 

Edison mAintains that nothing in PtT Code § 1102 . 
specifically, the PUblic Utilities qenerally, or GO 131-C, requires 
a utility to file all the detailed into:r.m.at'ion relevant to § 1102 
in its CPC&N application. Edison asserts that it has included in 
its second COT application sufficient reliable information and 
priCing sensitivities t~ enable the Commission to determine the 
cost efl:~ctiveness issue. It cites the ~ study, which it 
believes is the most detailed study it has ever presented in 
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support of a C1?C&N appli~t:i.on. Accoreling: to Eelison,. EMA's study 
,provides sufficient reliable information for the commission to 
assess the four specific statutory criteria of § 1102'. For 
example" the EMA study addresses increased. cost of PNW surplus 
energy and the possbility of future increases in charges for that 
surplus energy, by focusinq on availability, historical prices, 
projected fUture prices, and benefits of ?NW surplus capacity and 
energy. stmilarly, it believes it has addressed two other specific 
statutory criteria in the reconciliation table attached in its 
appeal (Appendix E). These refer to the feasibility of negotiating 
long term contracts under reasonable charges, and the feasibility 
o~ purchasinq electricity directly from canada rather than from 
SPA. 

Edison also maintains that its second COT application, 
complies fully with GO 131-C.. It 'Jnain~ains that such compliance is 
demonstrated either in its retiled COT application, or in the 
Tank/Western Draft EIS/EIR issued November 26, 1987 and 
incorporated by reference in its second COT application. Edison 
also believes that it has provided additional information by 
responding in good faith to ORA.'s data requests, -many of which 
went well beyond the scope of GO 131-C.'" (Edison appeal, p. 11 .. ) 

Edison believes the purpose of PSA is "'to eliminate 
unreasonable delay in the processing of permit, applications by 
qovernment agencies.'" (Edison appeal, p .. 11). Edison contends 
that ORA is misusing its position as the reviewinqstatf, has 
qained an unfair advantaqe by beinq able to delay the acceptance of 
Edison's application until it obtains as many discovery concessions 
as possible or until the application is permanently withdrawn, and 
is otherwise creatinq a requlatory movinq' target :by finding neW' 
det.iciencies in the second application. 
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c. The Al.l.e;red GeneJ:1ll. and· Speei:tic 
Usrticiencies Are UDf'oun4ed 

Edison maintains that the materials satistyinq the 
alleged deficiencies in its second application are either already 
in that application or are not required for acceptance of the 
application as complete for filing' - Edison does not bel'ieve that 
all of the items. identified in the first COT rejection letter were 
fairly characterized as deficiencies~ however, it asserts that it 
made a good faith attempt t~ provide in its second application all 
such requested information. It objects that the second rejection 
letter creates six entirely new general deficiencies and 17 paqes 
of additional speciti'c d.eficieneies,. some of which were 
characterized as unanswered specific d.e:ficiencies from the first 
rej ection letter.. Edison maintains that the purpose of the review 
of a refiled application is t~ ascertain that information has been 
provid.ed. to respond to d.eficiencies identified in the application, 
not to identity turther det'iciencies an<1thereby delllY initiation 
of the proceeding. 

Edison maintains that the general deficiencies alleqed in 
the second rejection letter are unrelated. to those alleqedin the 
first rejection letter. 'rhe only possl.l:>le g-eneral d.eficienc:y in 
the second. application which Edison is prepared to reeoqnize is 
that related to tailure to remed.y an alleged g-eneral deficiency in 
the first application. It asserts that it has ad.dl:'essed.each of 
the alleged general deficiencies identified in that first le~ter, 
and consequently the second application should, have been accepted 
as complete under GO 131-C. 

Edison maintains that it adequately responded to the 
first g-eneral d.eticienc:y id.entif'ied in A.87-04-012 (the, 
inconsistent project d.escription associated. with Los Banos Gates), 
when it joined. with PG&E and SDG&E in executinq_the principles for 
SOuth. 'I'esla transmission slIIIrvice. In response to- the second. 
alleged. qeneral d.e~iciency enti,tlecl *Lack of system eng-ineerinq 

• 
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data"" (keyed to issues of system reliability and stability), Ed.i.son 
asserts. that it included in its refiled .... application as ExhiDits s, 
T, T1, v, and w, all the enqineerinq, studies performed by the COTP 
Power System's St~dy committee on systems reliability and stability 
at that time. In response to a third qeneral deficiency ,entitled 
""Enerqy Commission, Forecast,"" Edison indicates ~l.t the IOO's 
directed EMA to- prep~e an economic scenario- :based on the CEC 
forecast assumptions. Accordinq to- Edison, "this scenario 
demonstrated more favorable results for the COTP than did Edison's 
base case scenario.... (Edison appeal, 'p. 17.) In response to- the 
fourth qeneral d4eticiency entitled "Public tJ'tilities Code § 110Z"', 

Edison asserts that it included in its second application copies of 
two lonq-term firm power aqreements recently executed with PNW 
utilities as well as additional information explaininq EMA's 
assumptions About the availability of PNW capacity. Thus, in 
A.87-10-0Z3, Edison maintains that it tiled detailed information in 
response to each of the qeneral deficiencies listed in the first 
rejection letter. It maintains that the second rejection violates 
GO 131-e and PSA, since both of those authorities provide that once 
an applicant has cured the deficiencies identified in the 
application, the application must be accepted as complete. 

With reqar.d to the second rejection letter, Edison 
contests the fact that ~e identified qeneral deficiencies are 
actually deficiencies. 

Edison Ina.intains that alleged qeneral deficiencies 
associated with current BPA estimates of available :w?N'W power, the 
final BPA LTIAP, ,~illd the dispute over the IOT1/Edison PNW computer 
model, were not identified in the ~irst rejection letter. Moreover 
it disputes the notion that any of these items are truly 
deficiencies in co~junetion with either application. Edison 
maintains that a current BPA estimate of PNW power is availal:>le and 
has :been provided in its application. Whatever uncertainty. there 
may :be about the assUlI1ptions clue to' increased fish':"kill issues, 
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raised by a third party over which Edison has no control~ is not an 
appropriate basis for rejeetin~ the second application in Edison's 
view. In regard to the SPA LTIAP, Edison points o~t that no 
guarantee exists that E~PA will on. a particular date (or indeed 
ever> adopt an LTIAP. Making its application dependent upon the 
act of a third party is ""~conseionable"", in Edison's view.. In 
connection with the dispute over the Edison eomputer model 
language, Edison asserts that it has already gone tar beyond the 
requirements of ORA's own proposed rule order ilnplelD.enting § § 

S8S-(a)-(d) and 1821-1824. It has licensed ORA to- use its PNW model 
and to modify it, and provided ORA with equipment and technical 
assistance to install its models on the ORA's computer. Edison 
maintains that neither the PU Code nor GO 131-C make the provision 
of access to- computer models a prerequisite for acceptance of 
applications. 

With regard to the South of Tesla deficiency~ Edison 
asserts that the circumstanee that certain COT'participants Deyond 
the Commission's jurisdiction. have not agreed. to the principles, 
is not a valid reason f()r rejection of Edison's second application. 
It believes that ORA is still able to initiate a review of the 
costs and benefits of service provided to the IOUs and offered to 
remainin9' participants pursuant to the,principles. 

Edison assert~~ that it included all relevant elements of 
the proposed LADWP/Edison transmission capacity exchan9'e and 
litigation. settlement a9'reement in its second application. Its 
objection to a data re~\est for the unexecuted contract provides no 
basis for rejecting the second application, in Edison'$ view. It 
maintains that it has 9'iven the ORA all information ~out the 

proposed. aqreement necessary to analyze this. project. It re9'ards 
the alleged deficiency (that the proposed agreement was 
incompletely described) as totally ~to~ded. Edison promises that 
it \:ill 9'ive the ORA a copy ot'the proposed' agreement it and when 
it is approved and executed by LAOW?, In' the meantime, it believes 
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that its objection to producinq an unexecuted proposed agreement is 
an inappropriate ground tor rejection. 

On the issue of the municipal-only base case, Edison 
believes staff has mistakenly assumed that, Edison used different 
base line alternatives. Edison affirms that the base line 
alternative it used was that the municipal utilities would build 
the COT project without IOU participation. 

Edison disputes the assertion that it provided no 
quantitative analysis of the strategic benefits associated with. its 
participation in the COT project. It refers to discussion in the 
second application of this issue as well as workpapers in support 
of its quantitative analysis. (Appendix B-1 -to- Exhibit B-,. appeal). 
It :believes. the rej ection based on the existence of any deficiency 
in this area is stmply incorrect. 

With r~ard to specific deficiencies identified in the 
attachments to the second rejection letter, Edison-believes these
items have either been satisfied, are arqwnentative, or are in the 
nature of data requests. 

Edison c:harg'es that the second rejection letter aU9lnents 
and redefines many of the specific deficiencies from the first 
rejection letter. (Edison appeal, p. 30.) In. several instances, 
according to Edison, new additional material not requested in the 
first rejection letter, was requested in the ,second. (see, Example 
of 12 deficiencies identified in the initial rejection letter, and 
Edison's response, Appendix 0 to its appeal, referenced at pa~es 31 
to 32 of Edison's appeal). Edison maintains that it was 
responsive, and that the second rejection letter listed items as 
deficieneies which were not previously so identified. Edison 
believes that its second application i$ not deficient if 
information which was not specified in the first rejection letter 

, (' 

was not provided in the second application. 
Edison also charqes that the reviowing staft is using the ' 

designation of specific deficiencies as a means of arguinqits own 
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assumptions and meth0401ogies. Edison believes this is 
inappropriate. It states: 

w'rhe DRA's responsibility here is-to, review 
Edison's application tor eomplianee-vrith 
statutory and regulatory requirements, not t~ 
attempt to leverage applicants to' change their 
base case analysis assumptions.w (Edison 
appeal, p. 34.) 

Edison asserts that the california Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) provides some guidance by analogy in its specification 
that disagTeement among experts does not make an EIR' inadequate. 
Edison concludes that differing asswnptions do not make an 
application deficient. 

Furthermore, Edison contends that the ORA is using 
identification of specific deficiencies asa discovery tool. 
Edison does not dispute ORA's right to conduct discovery, and avers 
that it has been answeri~q elate. requests followinq the initial, 
rejection of its application. 

xxx. DBA's Besponse to Istison's Appeal 

A. Il¢r2,dUetion and Ereliainary Batters 
On January 25, 1987, ORA filed lengthy formal comments 

respondinq to the appeals of PG&E, Edison, and. SDG&E. As a 
preliminary matter, ORA objects to the notion that Edison's 
application has been Wrejeeted,w since the Commission has kept the 
A.S7-l0-023 docket open in order to allow the parties the 
opportunity'to proceed on all issues of the caSe which are not 
depend.ent on the missing- information. ORA submits the only effect 

, , 

of the Executive Director's letter isoto Qelay the start of the 
clock running under the PSA. 

ORA als<> reports tha.t Edison has stopped respond.ing to 
ORA. data requests, pendinq the outcome-- of this appeal" al thouqh 
Edison disputes this report (Edison Reply, pp~ 6:"'8:") .'~ 
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FUrthermore, ORA notes that if the Commission grants 
Eelison's appeal, effeetively finding its application to- be 
comple'l:e,. the clock will start to run' under' PSA and the Commission· 
will have only 180 days to reach. a-d.ecision on the merits~ 

Finally,. ORA arques that the COT Project' re~ires close 
scrutiny in view of the sensitivity of applicants' cost 
effectiveness assumptions. It notes that the applicants have 
relied on nontraditional benefits (i.e., increaseel system stability 
and reliability) in order to bolster their cost-effectiveness 
anal~·sis.. 'rhus, the lZlissinq information can be of critical 
importance~ as it relates to the analysis of a sinqle benefit which 
could tip th~ seales against cost-effectiveness. 

, . 
:8... %he JUssing Xntorgt:ion 

1... XD General. 
DRA asserts that Edison's application suffers from 

multiple deficiencies, over and above the major items discussed in 
the appeal. It calculates 40 common uncorrected deficiencies froD 
the initial applications, 20 common deficiencies arisinq from the 
second applications,. and 30 deficiencies speCific to- Edison's 
application. 

2. PO COde Se£tion 110Z 

A primary concern' is the failure of Edison tOo provide 
-sufficient reliable information- Oof PNW power prices, as required 
by Public Utilities Code § 1102. DRA notes a sUbstantial conflict 
between applicants' current estimates of ~ capacity and enerqy 
availability and SPA's own DoSt recent lower (by 1,SOO Gwh) 
estimates of energy export sales. DRA also indicates that SPA is 
eurrently revisinq its estimates to mitiqate certain fishery 
impacts. Applicants' current estimates are also. mueh hiqher than 
available Energy Commission and QF industry, forecasts. 

. ORA~points to certain ongoing' litigation which may 
require SPA t"o turther m1tiqate fishery "ilnpaets associated with 

~ . 

increased exports of hydroelectric power for CO'r and other 
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projects, ral.sJ.ng substantial questions that the COT Project is no 
longer cost effective (ORA Comments, p .. S),.' ' According to- ORA: 

*BFA's revised final EIS which, will contain its 
final mitigation proposals is scheduled for 
release in mid-March. Pending release of that 
docu:ment, the uncertainty surrounding fishery 
mitigation makes it impossible for the 
Commission to- satisfy the manclate of pt1 Code 
§ ll02." (ORA Comments, p. 8.) 

ORA also. maintains that the LTI1\P, now scheduled for' 
release in mid-April 1988, has a major bearing on the COT' Project 
economic analysis.. The magnitude of the potential BPA actions is 
so great, in ORA's view, that they could eltminate nearly all 
energy and capacity Denefits from the proj'eet.. ORA states: 

"The utilities have argued that they should not 
have to wait for BPA to- issue its final LT~,. 
But this is precisely the pel icy advocated by 
PU Code § 1102--that California utilities net 
commit themselves to. expensive investments in 
transmission lines to the Northwest until BFA 
has made some commi tl1\ent regarding price and 
availability of power." (ORA Comments, p .. 9-.) • 

Finally, ORA believes the Executive Director was co=rect 
to identify as a deficiency the fact that Edison's PNW computer 
model, used by all applicants, is not yet available to DRAin a 
readily known computer language.. Edison's conversion of the model 
to FORTRAN will not be completed until mid-February, according to 
ORA. ORA cites the short lead time between acceptance of the 
applications and the due date for ORA testimony as further 
justification for refusing to- ~llow the PSA clock to. start. 

3. The Proiect South 0' Tesla 
PG&E's first COT Project application contained a request 

to, build a new line south of the Tesla substation (Los Banos-Gates 
?r.oject) .. The Los Banos-Gates Project is included in'TANC's EIR at 
a cost of apprOXimately $100 million.. However, Ediso~ and SDG&E 
did not include Los Banos-Gates in their in'itial applications-, , and 
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the Executive Director noted thi$ inconsistency' as a deticiency in 
those applications. 

In their second applications r all three IOUs souqht 
consisteney })y ac;reein<; to a set ot principles reqarainq wheelinq 
south ot Tesla that woula r accordinqto DRA, provide a level ot 
service somewhat less than *firm,* atbeit obviatinq the need tor 
Los Banos-Gates. 

DRA. believes the Executive Director correctly refused to 
accept the applications in the absence' of tormal agreement by the 
non-IOU participants, ana solely on the, basis of the IOUs' 
representations that the non-IOU participants would ,ultimately 
agree to these principles. ORA points to PG&E's $lOO million 
exposure in the event of litiqation over the principles. ORA' 
believes *this dispute between COTP participants as to- what the COT 
PrOjElet is must be settled by all participants before the 
applications can be considered complete.* (ORA Comments,. p. l2.) 

4. Lack or SU'Qpoxting DAt§. 

ORA also })elieves the IOU applications are deficient tor 
lack of any baseline studies of system reliability, given the claim 
that system reliability is a :major project benetit. 

s. Pailure to Disclose Relevant 
~o:rJlUltion Re Edison-LADWP 
'r.ransm:i asion capacity EXellaDqe 
Agre.gent 

Eaison and LADWP have agreed to exchange 820 MW of ' 
transmission capacity on lines to the PNW~ partially conditioned on 
the construction of the OC upgrade. Edison would give LADWP 32'0 MW 
ot Edison's capacity on the existinq AC line and in exchange LADWP 
would. give Edison 500 MW of capacity on, the DC upgrad.e for a 
3S-year period. ORA asserts that Edison would thus gain an 
additional 400 MW ot tirm tr~smission capacity to the PNW even if: 
the COT Project were not constructed. Edison'S second 
application, like those of PG&E and'SOG&E, ,reflects Edison's 
participation in this exchange • 
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ORA believes the Commission needs to know about teasible 
alt4ernatives and why they were rejeeted by the IOOs,.. in order to· 
qauge projeet cost ettectiveness. ORA contests Edison's 
assertions, made in its appeal, that all elements ot this aqreement 
relevant to the Commission's evaluation ot the COT' Project" have 
been described in A.S7-10-023. Nonetheless~ subsequent to issuance 
ot the November 13th detieiency letter, Edison has provided 
bac1cqround intor.ma.tion, which ORA believes is adequate to, evaluate 
the effect of this aqreement on Edison's partieipation in the COT 
Project. However, it has provided this information only to ORA 
(pu~suant to PU Code § 583); until Edison makes a co=plete publie 
explanation ot the ter.m.s ot its aqreement, ORA believes the 
application is properly termed ineomplete. 

6.. The Myni::()nly Baseline 

.... 

PG&E and Edison measure .the benefits ot the COT' Project 
against a -muni-only baseiine,.- whieh assumes that it these IO'Os do, 
not partieipate in the project, ,the munis will proeeed to bu~ld the, 
line by themselves. 2 ' ~ 

ORA believes PG&E and Edison's assumptions. regarding the 
muni's eonstruction costs are defective in that they have s~ply 
asswned that construction costs for the munis will be the sallle as 
tor the IO'O-muni combination. In ORA's view, this exaqqerates the 
attractiveness of the muni-only option and consequently exagqerates 
the eost ettectiveness ot the COT' Project. ORA believes the 
Executive Director correctly noted this as a deficiency and 
correctly sought to achieve consistency on this point among the 
three IO'Os. 

2" ORA notes that under the conventional -no project- alternative 
baseline, PG&E's and Edison's costs of participation exceed 
benetits by over $200 million (ORA Comments,. p'. 18). 
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7 _ "O'Drealistic ~tiODS 
Re current 0periltinc1 D~tc:b. 
Erocedures 

ORA believes that the IOUsr applications contained flawed 
assumptions that all generating plants are dispatched in optimum 
fashion. Such assumption, which does not jibe: with actual practice 
in ORA's view,. qreatly exaqqerates. each IOU's ability to- absorb: PNW 
economy energy. According to ORA, the maqnitude ot this impact is 
$100+ million, in present value terms r over the life otthe project 
(Aftidavit ot Robert Weatherwax; ORA. Comments, p .• 19). ORA' 

believes the Executive Director acted properly in· .identifying this 
deficiency. 
c. X»foraation Heeded tor EyalUAtiOD Purposes 

1. Generic Information 
ORA believes that the commission measures the issue ot 

public convenience and necessity by resolving several issues: 
o Do projected economic and strategic benefits 

outweiqh the economic costs? . 

o Is the project more cost effective and/or 
less environmentally harmful th~ feas!ble 
alternatives? .' . ' 

o Are the risks to ratepayers acceptable that 
the benefits won't be achieved or the costs 
will be greater than forecast? (Section 
1102). . 

o Is there an appropriate allocation ot costs 
and benetits between populations ot 
ratepayers over time? 

In order to decide the issue ot public convenience and 
necessity, DRA believes the commission needs a detailed description 
of the proposed project, accepted by all particip~ts, as well as a 
detailed description ot all projected benefits,. in veritiable torm. 
Major benetits must always be described in detail, particularly 
where the proponent is relyinqon nontraditional benefits (e.g., 
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increased system reliability, etc.) and nontraditional methods of 
bene~its ~anti~ication. 

2. The statutOry and Regulatory Framework 
ORA's comment~ focus on four components of the tramework 

to be used to review projects such as COT. These are: the Permit 
Streamlining Act, the CPUC Information· and criteria List, GO 131-C, 
and PO Code § 110~ • 

In terms of review under PSA, ORA believes that Edison's 
position is overly legalistic. The real issue, in ORA's view, is 
whether the Commission and its staff have apprised the applicants 
ot the required information in a timely and appropriate manner, 
prior to the ~iling of the applications. While the applicants 
object to the fact that the deficiency letters identified 
information requirements not specified in the commission's formal 
regulations, ORA argues that the real issue is whether the 
utilities knew what sort of information the sta~f needed in order 
to· review this significant project. ORA submit~ that the answer is 
"yes." 

The Commission's Information and criteria list, adopted 
pursuant to the PSA, requires certain definitive information ~rom 
these applicants.3 ORA submits that the applicants have failed 
to provide crucial information. For'example, there- is no aqreement 
among project participants about the nature of the project south of 
Tesla, although 0.89905 requires a tulldeseription ot the proposed 
project, as well as details of its estimated eost. 

The Information and criteria Lis:t also requires a showing 
of public convenienee and neeessity, but in ORA's view the IOU 
ap~,lieants have tailed to address this issue, instead j,ustitying 
thElir, participation on the notion that their failure to 'particip~te 

3 see App. B to 0.8990S (197~) 1 CPUC 2d l66. 
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will result in the construction of the line by the munis .. 
ultimately at greater cost to ratepayers~ 

ORA also notes that the Information an~ Criteria List and 
PSA must not be interpreted in a mAnner that would frustrate CEQA .. 
and the Commission's independent opliqations as a responsible 
agency tor the COT Project (the CEQA CJUidelines provi~e a 
responsible agency with 30 days to review. an application tor 
completeness). (Govt .. Code § 6S944(C).) 

Finally, the commission's Information and criteria List 
requires sUbmission by applicants of "'Such additional information 
and data as may be necessary to a full un4erstandinq ot the 
project.... ~is provision mirrors the Commission's generic 
requirement tor applications, Rule lS(c). 

ORA disputes the applicants' arguments that compliance 
with. GO l31-C largely satisfies their tiling- requirements tor the 
COT Project. According' to DRA .. these til~q obligations arise 
primarily from the Co~ission's Iptormation and criteria· List and 
ptT Coc1e § 1102 .. 

ORA submits that the applicants. have interpreted their 
Qb11g-ations under Section 1102 very narrowly and unpersuasively. 
According- to ORA: 

...... The duty ot the applicant is to have its 
application contain 'sutficient reliable 
information.' The only indication of what the 
Le<]islature meant by that phrase is contained. 
in the second sentence. To conclude the 
Le<]islature meant nothing more than that an 
a~plicant must comply with the existing general 
t4linq requirements of GO 131-C is to conclude 
that the Leqislature enacted meaningless 
leqislation, a violation ot common rules of 
interpreting statutes." (DRA Comments, p.. 29 .. ) 

ORA also ~lieves that applieants'narrow interpretation 
of their § 1102 obligations is inconsistent with the allocation of 
the J~urden of proof in this proceeding • 
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D. DRA's Response to other Arguments 
,~ted on Ap,peal 

ORA denies the· assertion that the commission has created 
a regulatory moving target. DRA. believes tbere is an a;f;firmative 
obligation under PSA to critically evaluate the information 
submitted in response to the initial deficiency letters. (Govt. Code 
§§ 65953(a)-(b». Indeed PSA provides a 30-4ay review period for 
this purpose. Additionally, ORA maintains that the deficiencies 
noted in the second applications result from substantial changes 
made by applicants themselves. As examples, ORA cites deletion of 
the Los Banos Gates Project and substitution of the new South of 
Tesla transmission *principles*: the existence of the ~di~on/LAOWP 
Exchange agreement, noted for the :first time in the revised 
application of Edison, and first-time quantification of certain 
strategic benefits in the revised applications of Edison and SOG&E. 

ORA also denies that it is usinq'PSA to ol:>tain 
information which shoul~ be ol:>tained durinq normal discovery. It 
believes the applicants have tailed to assert any legal authority 
for the proposition that the information requested is a discovery 
item, as opposed to required information for purposes of assessing 
the completeness ot the 'applications. 

ORA disputes Edison's contention' that the Executive 
Director has illeqally redetined the initial deficiencies to. find 
Edison's second COT Project application incomplete. For example, 
ORA states the initial rejection letter noted as a deficiency 
Edison's failure to include engineering analysis on some subjects 
impacting Edison's claim ot increased ~eliability, and the letter 
suggested that Edison correct this deticiency l:>y providing copies 
of engineering reports measuring COT Project ettects on certain 
system. constraints and requirem.ents. According to ORA: 

*Edison provided what studies it had done, and 
arq~~s that it therel:>y met the requirement of 
the deticiency. Meanwhile, Edison had also 
chosen tor the first time in its second 
application to (1) quantify the value of the 
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increased reliability ($40 million), and 
(2) reveal the presence of a major transmission 
line- exchange agreement with LADWl> to- the 
Northwest. Even though the information 
requested in the first deficiency letter was 
even more critical due to the applicants' 
increased reliance on it, the studies and 
information sUbmitted with Edison's second 
ap~lication still 40- not provide supporting 
eV1dence or analysis for the utility's now 
greater clafms regarding increased 
reliability.'" (ORA c,omments, p. 37.) 

Specifically ORA points to Edison's failure. to address the system 
constraints and reqo.irements (e.9 ., effects of curtailment of 
Northern calitornia hydro generation, etc.) detailed in the 
Executive Director's letter. 

DRA. disag'rees that it has used this process to arque its 
own case. It agrees with Edison that .an' applicant should not Qe 
~orced in its application to adopt assumptions with which it 
diS<:Lg'rees. However, it also ))elieves this is not what is at issue. 
What is at issue, in DRA's view, "'is Edison's failure to provide 

, 
Alrl useful description ot the methoclologywhich it used.· (DRA 
Comments, p. 3S; Emphasis in original). The tocus, according to
ORA, is as follows: 

'Whatever quantitative lO9ic and methodology the 
applicant chooses, an application must contain 
enough intormation to allow the statt (and 
other parties) to know what assumptions the 
applicant has made and how those assumptions 
compare with the applicant's actual operating 
history. '1'0 the extent that an applicant 
attriQutes a significant economic Qenefit to 
some feature of the project, the applicant must 
make its Qest e~tort to explain logically and 
quantitatively how it derived the estimate of 
the :benefit. It is not sutticient that the 
applicant merely declare .. its ·judglnent* that 
the project will have so-'many tens.- of millions 
of dollars of benefits fer one reason or . 
another. Such a *Qlack ~oXW approach makes.-ii't 
impossible tor the Commission to independently 
evaluate the merits otthe applicant's claim. 
ORA. is not seeking to impose its own-
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quantitative methodologies on the applicant, 
but ,it insists that the applicants logically 
and quantitatively explain their claims. (ORA 
Comments, p. 38.) 

ORA als~ disputes the notion that it is improperly usinq the 
Executive Director's rejection letter as a discovery tool~ (ORA. 
Comments, pp. 38-~9.) 

.' \." " 

Finally, DRA contends. that there is nothing ilnpermissible 
about ORA statt involvement in reviewing the applications tor 
completeness. ORA points to the lack ot a:n.y such prohibition in 
PSA, the commission's Rules of Praeticeand" Procedure,. or general 
equitable principles. Furthermore, ORA believes that statfing 
constraints dictate ORA's involvement. ljltimately, however, ORA 

contends that its involvement has been fair, in that it has not 
taken a position on the COT Project, other than to state that it is 
impractical to evaluate the merits based on,the i~ormation 
presented to date. ORA insists that it has no preconceptions that 
the project should. ,be denied on its merits.. Furthermo:ce, ORA 
believes applicants are protected by thisappexlate process and ~ 
that, in any event, they have failed. to· delDonstrate any abuse of 
procedural rules or PSA. 

E. Applicants' RePlies to DRA's CO'JgIentg. 

Pursuant to the AL'J's Ruling of January 26, 1988 PC&E and. 
Edison filed timely replies to ORA's Comments. Most of the 
arqum.ent contained in these replies reiterates. applicants' 
extensive prior argwnent; however,_ several points d.eserve further 
attention, and are discussed below and/or in Section rv. 

Responding to ORA's concerns about tish kill impacts,. 
Edison maintains that current available information is- sufficient 
for the Commission's decisionmakinq purposes. In support, Edison 
references a January 21, 1988 letter from BPA'S counsel to the ORA 
COT Project Manager. Since. this letter was unavailable ,to- the 
Executive Director at the time the applications were rejected, its . ' 

current availability does not resolve the: question whether 
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rejection of the second COT Project application constituted an 
abuse of discretion. Therefore, we do not find Edison's argument 
helpful in resolving the dispute before us. 

Pointing to the problems posed by these appeals, Edison 
also argues that the Commission should develop a more refined 
pUblished system of standards for CPC&N applications reflecting the 
anticipated diverse and nontraditional nature of resource proposals, 
likely to come before it in the future. Edison cites Government 
Code § 65942 as requiring the Commission to revise its filing 
requirements "as needed so that they (are) current and accurate at 
all times." Edison suggests that the Commission develop., through 
its rulemaking process, such a reti?ed published system (Edison 
Reply, p. 18). 

It its Reply PG&E suggests that keeping these matters "on 
the docket" is inconsistent with rejection of its application. It 
:believes the Commission's Rules Of. Practice and Procedu:e do- not . 
pro~ide a mechanism whereby an application is not aeeeptedbut 
still in the docket (PG&E Reply, p. 7). PG&E contends that Rule 46 

should not be interpreted as allowing the Commission to neither 
accept nor rejeetl" "but instead hold an application in regulatory 
limbo"; it ter.ms such a reading of the rule to be a "tortured 
interpretation" of the plain language-

rv. DiKMsioD. 

The preceding discussion of the defieien.cies alleged by 

the Executiv:e Director points up the level of controversy to be 

expected during the litigation phase of this application, and we 
serve notice that we expect the utilities to; be forthcoming in: 
their responses to these issues. We' will not hesitate to refuse 
the 9ranting of a CPC&N should the'applicants not meet their burden 
under §§ 1001" et seq. I" and 1102- of, the PO' Code, and 'Under our 
Rules .. 
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Before u.s today, thoug'h, is the difficult problem of 
determining the adequacy of the utilities' applications to· begin 
I~ur formal consideration of the project. Tnis Commission is fully 
aware of the scope of analysis that must be completed durinq the 
very brief time between our acceptance of the application and when 
we are required t~ act on the matter under the Permit Streamlininq 
;~ct.. We do· not believe, however, that we have the authority under 
the statutes to delay acc.eptance of an application in order to, give 
ourselves and our staff greater time to consider the merits of ' a 
lproject. We believe instead that the applicants bear the burden of 
convincinq us of the merits of their proposal durinq the 180 days 
allowed. 

We do believe that we cannot reasonably accept an 
application for a project that is not yet well-detined, tor to set 
a precedent of doinq so would threaten to introduce. chaos into our 
already strained review process.. 'the lSO-day limit imposed by the 
PSA on our deliberations must reasonably assume that we have a 

• 

.:'" 

project to deliberate. otherwise, neither our staff'nor interested ~ 
parties would have a fair chance to consider the ~erits of a 
proposal that is open to significant revision after the review 
process has begun.. This iDaDility of parties to examine fully a 
revised proposed project miqht well lead us to retusethe qrantinq 
of a CPC&N, but orily after, a qreat deal of time and effort has been 
wasted by our staff and interested parties.. The wastinq of time . 
'''''as clearly not the intent of the' PSA, nor is i1; to the benefit of 
California ratepayers ... 

We come then to the project definition issue that speaks 
directly to whether we can reasonably'accept this application and 
:;et the lSO-day clock tickinq--the South-ot-Tesla extension.. The 
memorandum of understandinq CHO'O') requires PGandE to provide 1000 
lrtW of tirm bi-directional power between Tesla and; Midway. In its. 
initial application PG&E proposed to meet ,this. obliqation by 

constructin9 a new transmission' line known as the LoS' ,Banos-Gates 
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:project. Neither SOG&E nor Edison proposed in its application to· 
i5hare in the capital costs of Los" .Banos-Gates: instead,. both 
proposed to pay wheeling charges to- PG&E. The, Executive Director 
instructed all applicants. to address the necessity of the Los 
Banos-Gates project. 

In response, the second application included a 
substantially different definition of the COT' Project. PG&E 
proposed to fUllfil itsMOU obligations by developing a set of 
principles for South-of-Tesla transmission·' requiring all COT' 
Project participants to share in the cost of certain plant upgrades 
by 1991. Edison and SOC&E agreed to these principles, and all 
three IOUs included them in their second applications. The other 
COT Project participants, however, have not agreed to the 
principles, and ORA asserts that· the principles do not provide the 
level otreliability called tor in the MOU. 

The Executive Director determined this lack of agreement 
to be a deficiency in the second application • 

'!he question to be decided is whether the uncertainty 
surrounding the South-of-Tesla extension is sUfficiently inhibiting 
to prevent our beginning the formal review process. We recoqnize 
that uncertainty is a feature of all large projects, and that 
uncertainty surrounding benefits of the COT Proj eet . will no: doubt 
be qiven the lion's share of attention during the litigation phase 
of t.h.e proceeding. 

One exaDple of the many uncertainties link~4 to· the 
project is the pricing and availability of· power trom the 
No~~west. We continue to be handicapped by the failure of the 
Bonneville Power Administration to promulgate a Long-Term Intertie 
Accless Policy (L'l'IAP) that provides california with fair access to 
Northwest power at a reasonable price. We are deeply concerned· 
tha11: lack ot closure on this issue will complicate qreatly our 
consideration of the COT Proj·eet, and we will look very~ very 
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closely at all the facts pertaining to SPA policy during our 
aeliberations on the cost-effectiveness of the project. 

The South-of-Tesla extension is within the control of the 
applicants (together with the other project participants),' 'and, we 
will require the applicants to· settle this ~asic aspect of project 
aefinition Defore we accept their application. We are optimistic 
that the strong signal we send today througn this order will help 
spur all project participants in the direction of a consistent, 
well-defined project definition, and we hope to, have such a 
definition before us within 60 days. 

Let us be clear on the signal we intend to send ~y this 
order. We will D2t require the applicants to settle all possible 
areas of uncertainty reqarding the COT' proj ect Defore we start the 
clock. We ~ require a consistent and well-developed project 
definition Defore we start the 180 days, and we will look during 
those six lDonths with a c:riti""cal eye at the many issues in this 
controversial application. We take today's action reluctantly, and 
re-affirm our commitment to rapid· consideration of CPC&N requests, 
,as envisioned ~y the PSA. 

By this order, we affirm. the Exec:uti ve Director's 
rej 4~ction of the application. 

Given the Executive Director's rej ection of the 
application, and our affirmation of his aetion, there is no longer 
any lDatter pending before us, 'as PG&E·'s Reply correetly notes. ' 
Therefore, we will close this docket. 

. 
Findings of PAct 

1. In the ~sence of a distinct appellate process under 
Government Code § 65943(c), Rule 85 of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure is the appropriate procedure for challenges 
under the Permit Streamlining Act. 

2. Applicants' appeals were' filed: in cOlDpliance with Rule 
85. 
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3. The responsibility for preapplication review has been 
QclegateQ to the Executive Director. 

4. completeness of an application at the beginning of the 
proceeding is eri tical because of the time . constraints of the 
Permit Streamlining Act, which must :be acco1'lllllodate<1 in conjunction 
with the commission's statutory o:bliqations under PO' Code ··§§1705 
and l.l.02. 

5-. As a means. of discharginq its obligations under the COT 
Project Memorandum of ''O'rlderstandinq (MOO') to provide 1000 MW of 
firm bi-directional power between Tesla and Midway, PG&E included 
in its first application a new transmission line south of its 
existinq Tesla subs.tation (the Los Banos-Gates line), ",t an 

estimated cost exceeding $lOO million. 
6. Neither SDG&E nor Edison included the Los Banos-Gates 

line in their first "'pplications, relyinq instead on wheeling 
arrangements, and this lack of consistency among the three IOO's 
regarding the definition of the CO'r Project· was. one, reason why the 
first applications were determined'to be incomplete.' 

7.. In the second COT Project applications, the Los Banos
Gates line was omitted: instead, the three IOUs included South of 
Tasla principles, which provided that all COT Project participants 
would share in certain systemupqrades by 1991. 

8. Only the IOtJs have aqreed' to the south of· Tasla 
principles; there is no indication that the non IOU COT Project 
participants agree that the south of Tesla principles will provide 
a satisfactory level of firm bi-directional transmission service 
between Tesla and Midway, and ORA asserts that the principles will 
provide a level of service somewhat less than *firm.* 

9. Because there is no a9%'eement among all COT Proj ect 
participants on the South-ot-Tesla extension, which is put of the 
<COT Proj ect . MOO', . there is no, aqreement on. a. <1efinitionof the COT 
Project • 
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10. Applicants have tailed. to provide a clear undisputed 
project description as requirea by ~ 131-C. 

11. Applicants' filing's tor certificates of puDlic 
convenience anci necessity were :tncQmplete~ 

1Z. ~he Executive Director's determination of incompleteness 
was reasonable. 
S;OI\St.lViODS or Lay 

1. The critical aetermination of completeness lies within the 
reasonable discretion of the commission. 

2. Once the Permit Streamlininq Act clock starts,. the 
Commission has only 180 days to reach a tinal decision from the 
cate the applications are determined to be complete, or the project 
is 'deemed approved.' 

3. The responsibilities of the Commission uncler the Permit 
Streamlining Act must ~e reconciled with the Commission's 
obligations pursuant to the Public Utilities Act. 

4. The appropriate focUs o~ a preapplieation review is 
aclequacy and completeness of the application, and not a critique of 
the merits of applicant'S showinq. 

S~ Given his concerns about a lack of projeetdefinition 
(more specifically the lack of clarity about applicants' MOO' duties 
and obligations relative to the South: of 'resla issue), the 
EXecutive t>irector properly determinea .the applications to. be 
incomplete and there was no abuse. of··the c1iscretion delegated to. 
him by this Commission. 

6. The determination of the Executive Director to- reject the 
application(s) should be affirmed. 

7. 'l'his docket should be closed" since there is nO. long-eX' any 
matter pending Detore us. 

- 28: -
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IT IS· ORDERED that: 
1. The Executive Director's rejection of A.S7-10-023 is 

hereby affirmed .. 
2. '.rhe docket in A.87-10-023 is. closed .. 

This order i$ effective today. 
Dated February 16-, 1988, at San . FranciscO', california. 

We will ~ile a written concurrence.. . 
/sl JOHN B. OHANIAN 
Is/ G. MITCHELL WILl< 

commissioners 

I will file a written concurrence. 
Isl FREDERICK R. DtJl)A 

commissioner 
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2 R-D ER 

rr XS ORDERED that: 
1__ The Executive oirector's rejection of A.87-10-023 is 

hereby affirmed. 
2. The docket in A.87-10-023 is closed. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated February 16, 1988-, at San Franciscc>, California. 

We will file a written concurrence. . 
I s/ JOHN B. OHANIAN 
Is/ G. MITCHELL WILle 

Commissioners. 

I will file a written concurrence .. 
lsI FREDERICK R. DUDA 

Commissioner 
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10. Applicants have tailed to provide a clear undisputed 
project description as required ~y GO 13l-C. 

11. Applicants' tilings tor certificates ot public 
convenience and. necessity·were incomplete. 

12. ~he Executive Director's determination ot incompleteness 
was reasonllble. 
CQnclusions of Lax 

1. Tbe critical determination of completeness lies within the 
reasonable diseretion of the commission. 

2. Once the Permit StreamJ.ininq Act clock starts,. the 
Commission has only 180 days to reach a final decision trom the 
date the applications are determined to be complete, or the project 
is "deemed approved." 

3. The responsibilities of the Commission under the Permit 
streamJ.ininq Act must be ~econciled with the Commission'~ 
obligations pursuant to. the Pul:>lic Utilities Act. 

• 

4. The appropriate focUs of a preapplication review is 
adequacy and completeness of the applicatior.,. and not a critique of • 
the merits ot applicant's showing •. 

5. Given his concerns about a lack of project definition 
(more specifieally the lack of clarity about applicants' Mon duties 
and obliqations relative to the South of Tesla issue), the 
Executive Director properly determined. the applications to-be 
incomplete and there was no abuse of· 'the discretion delegated to 
htm ~y this Commission. 

6. The determination of the Executive Director to reject the 
application(s) should be affirmed. 

7. 'I'his docket should be· closed,. since there is no- longer any 
matterpendinq before us. 

- 28 -
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3. The responsibility for preapplication review has.Qeen 
dele~ated to the Executive Director. 

4. Completeness of an application at the beqinninqof the

proceedinq is critical Qeeause of the t:i.meconstraintsof the 
Permit Streamlininq Act, which must be accommodated in conjunction 
with the Commission's statutory oQlig'ations under PO' Code §.§ 1705-
and 1102. 

S. As a lDeans of discharqinq its obliqations under the COT
Project Memorandum of ·'O'nderstanding (MOU) to- provide lOOO MW of 
finn :bi-directional power :between 'resla and Midway.. PC&E included 
in its first application a new transmission line south of its 
existing' Tesla sUbstation (the Los Banos-Gates line), at an 
estimated cost exceeding' $100 million. 

6. Neither SDG&E nor Edison included the Los Banos-Gates 
line in their first applications, relying' .instead on wheelinq 
arrangelDents, and this lack of consistency among' the tllree IOUs 
reqardinq the definition of the COT Projeetwas one. reason why the 
first applications were determined to be incomplete.' 

7. In the second COT Project applications .. the Los Banos
Gates line was omitted: instead, the three IOUs included South of 
Tesla prineiples., which provided that all COT Projeetparticipants 
would share in certain system upqrades :by 1991 ... 

8-. only the IOO's have ac;reed' to the south of Tesla 
principles: there is no indication that the non IOO' COT. Project 
participants ac;ree that the south of Tasla prinCiples will provide 
a satisfaetory level of firm :bi-directional trans=ission service 
between Tesla and Midway, and DRA asserts that the prinCiples will 
provide a level of service somewhat less than wtirm.w 

9. Because there is no- ac;reement alDonq all CO'!' Pro; ect 
participants on the South-of-Tesla extenSion" which is part of the 
COT- Project MOO', 'there is no ac;reem.ent on' a definition of the COT 
Project .. 

- 27-
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November 13, 1987 

Carol A. Schmid-Frazee,. Attorney 
Sou~~ern california Ediso~ Company 
1>.0. Box 800 
Rosemead, CA 91770 

Re: A. 87-10-023 cali!ornia-Oreqon Transmission Proj,ect 

Dear Ms. Schmid-Frazee: 

We have reviewed the above ap~liction tor a certificate of p~l!c 
convenience and necessity for the California-Oregon Transmission' 
Project (Co'!':?) and conclud.ed that it is incomplete as s~tlit,:ec.. 
Accordingly, we cannot at ~~istime accept ~~e applic~tion for 
filinq pursuant to Government Code sec'tion 65943 andiCEQA 
Guidlines sec-:ion 15101. r-

As you ~ow; Pacific Gas & Electric (PG~Z' and San Diego Gas & 
Electric (SOG&Z) simultaneously filed separate apolieations as 
co-'Oar't!cipants of tb.is 'Qr~j ecO:.. For reasons disc-.:ssec. below I °olTe 
areA nO':i!yinq t:'ese appllcan't.s today t.'1.at t.'lei:: applicat!.ons a:=e 
also incomple'te and. cannot be accep't.ed for f!linc; a.'t t..'lis ti:te. 
Upon submission of the reques-:ed. materials r sta!:: ant!cipates 
t~a~ t::oe cc~ission will consolidate ~~e review of ~:'e t~=ee 
applieations in~o one proceeeinq. 

In qener~l, t~e defieiencies in Edison's application are: 

1) Failure to include enough info~ation to allow the 
co:n:nission to conclude that estimates of t!le 
availability and price of PNW power ,upon which this 
application relies are of sufficient reliability to 
satisfy Public Utilities Code§1102. In parti~~lar, we 
are concerned. about the lack of a ~~rrent BPA esti~a~e 
of PNW power available for export to, California, the 
absence of an analysis of this project in ,the conte~ 
of BPA's Long-Term Intertie Access Policy, and 
unavailability of the IOU/Edison pm; computer lnodel in 
a form that CPUC staff can readily access. 

2) The lack of basis supporting the assu:mption in t."l.e 
application that the non-IOU project participants will 
agree that the south-of-Tesla transmission principles 
satisfy the MoU. 

4) 'I'he incomplete description o,f the capacity exchange 
agreement between Edison and ,the Los Angeles Oepartmen~ 
of Water and Power, the ,operating assumptions resultinq 

.'," . 
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from it~ and the reason the other IOUs chose not to 
participate in 'it. 

$) ~he ineonsi~tency in the baseline clternative used tor 
measuring :benefits (the muni-only alternative :for 
energy and capacity :benefits, but the no-line 
alternative tor Nstrategie benefitsN such as 
reliaJ:>ility) 

G) The absence of quantitative analysis supportinq t~e 
alleged benetits for additional interconnec~ion 
support, ine=eased power'poolinq, increased. inter
reqional competition, and the value of increased 
reliability. 

~he speci!ic into~ation that would make your application 
complete includes the following' major ite:1S: 

1) A t=ans~ission agreement sig'ned by all COTP 
pa~icipants, or alternatively, s~atements ~~at ~~e 
principles signed :bY' t!1e XO'O"s satis:fies the MOU; 

Z) Oeliver}' of SCE's. Nor-_~west Medel i:'1 a generally usee. 
c~mpute= lan;uag'e (~OR-~ 77); 

3) Filing of supple~ental into~ation c~nt~inine ti~di~gs~ 
esti~atesf and torecasts made bv B?A in thei= Final :OC 
E:S, a reconciliation ot ~e, di~terences bet· ... ee:l t~e~e 
BPA's results ana t.~ose from t.."le sa moeel, and a 
disC'.;ls~ion of t!le et~eet of t!'le I.'r.IAP chosen by BPA; 

4) Provision of all available intocation per:a.ining to' 
the entitlements exc."lange wit!l IADWP described in SCE's 
application. 

S) Analysis of strateqic bene:fits using- the same muni-only 
alternative that was employed as a baseline in ~"le 
economic analysis tor the project. 

Quantitative analysis supporting the alleqed benefits for 
additional interconnection support, increased power 
pooling, increased inter-reqional competition, and the 
value of increased reliability. 

A list of the speciric deficiencies is attached. 

It is our sincere desire to, have the CPUC review process for this 
project :move as quickly as feasible. Accordingly, we will keep 
this application on the docket pending sUbmission of the material 
requested, allowing the applicant·and Co~ssion staff the 
opportunity to proceed on all issues of the case not dependent· on 
the missing' infor.mation~ , 
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In order to discuss either the deficiencies identified in the 
attachment, our staff is available t~ meet with you at your 
earliest convenience. It you would like t~ schedule a ~eetin9, 
please contact Mike Burke at (91&) 322-731&. ' 

~ t~e~p iVi1dJ1 
~ :4o~ 1£5, J~li~~er 11 

Executive Director 

Attaehlnent 

cc: Mary Carlos 
AU Lynn carew 
James E. Scarf! 
Mike Burke 
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ATtACHMENTS 

SCE"s COTP CPC&N Application deficiency letter has two 
attachments. Each of the two attachments has three sections, 
organized according to the following outline: 

Attachment 1 contains deficiencies from the May 8, 1987 letter. 
This Attachment has three Sections: 

Section 1: Utility-specific deficiencies 
Section 2: EMA Tier II deficiencies 
Section 3: Engineering deficiencies 

Attachment 2 contains deficiencies from'the october 1987CPC&N 
ApplicatioriS~ 
'I'llis Section has three Attach.m.ents: 

Section 1: Utility specific deficiencies 
Section Z: EMA new'I'ier II deficiencies 
Section 3: Engineering deficiencies 

, In some instances, detailed references to specific sections of 
the Applican.t's dOC'U'm.cnts are shown, using the following coding 
conventions: 

OA - Original Application 
DL - Deficiency Letter 
NA - New Applications 
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AXTA~ 1 - Section 1 

SCE - SPECIFIC DEFICIENCIES 

'the following list refers to those deficiencies identified in the 
May a~ 1987 letter that were not adequately addressed in SCE's 
specific responses or in the October 19S-7 CO'l'P CPC&N Application .. 

Deficiency 3. Short-term capacity transactions 

~he response to thi~ deficiency remains incomplete in that it 
only analyzed the ranqe of the number of transactions. 'there is 
no analYSis of prices relative to SCE's avoid.ed cost to· dete~ine 
if this is a cost-effective use of the line. 

~e capacity prices for the short-term capacity transactions 
shOUld be provided. 

Deficiency 7. SeE's Cost for COTP 

'l'his deficiency has not :been fulfilledwith·reqard to: 

a) ~e basis for riqht-of-way~ land acquistion, labor and 
purchase costs; 

b) The for:nulas used in deriving' Edison's indirect and ove::-head 
cos":::.; 

c) Jus~ifieation of TANC~s escalation and contin9'en~J rates. 

DefiCiency 8. Annual Revenue Requirement 

Exhibit G is not an adequate response to the delineation of ~~e 
annual revenue requirement to fixed and operating costs. Exhibit 
G divides the revenue requirement between transmission lines and 
substations, but does not specify the'.fixed and operatinq 
components for sul:lstations and transmission lines • 

1 
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DEFICIENCIES IN EMk ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Oeficiency J.. • P. '0'. Code secti"on 1J.OZ 

A .. 0- • 

The lSpplic",tion cites. E11A report Sec~ions 3.3- and 3 .. 4 tor 
compliance. These sections tail t~ reflect increased cos~, 
possibility of future increases and> feasibility o·'! contracts in 
the following ways: ' 

. 
l.l. The application clai~s that the price for t.~e m~x of 
se::vices f:::,o:m t~e PNW will cost about 75% of the cost of a gas 
turbine (page 3-46). The application needs to show t..""lz.'.t t.~e 
prices in fact do that comp'ared. to the co-sots ot a qas turb,ine 
Utica in the EMA analysis ~parataly each for pc;.&z, sc::: ~ne S·OGCtz. 
Fu=~"l.er, sO%:le basis for the 'S~. is nee deC. (e.~., compa=isor. o~ 
historical priees to historic~l costs of C!, state~ents of p~~ 
sellers t.."l.at their future price limit is 7S%) • 

.... 

J..2. BFA's S:.. rate applies tOo only' l350 MW ef capacity a::.d. 7:5 
aMW of e~er;y. The application need.s tOo e~lain why a s~~e~~le 
fo:: l3S0 MW app-lics tOo ea!Jaci-::r s~les in excess of 5S00 ~;.;' (0::
y,·!'la-:.~ve= will .ce t."le ti:::n c~r:=yi:'lC; c~paei~y o! t.""~' exis":i!l;' li~es 
be!ore CO:?), an:' ~pplies to rion~ede=~l' selle:=-s ao:. well as E?~. 

1.3. T~e application ~ust e~la!~ why existinc; co~t=~c~ 
cap3citY/Qe~and prices s~s~antial1y exceedt~e projec~e~ priee5' 
Irtor the COTP analysis. ' 

l.6 ~ ass~es t."le PNW capacity rate will be BPA's ~nitially 
proposed. SL-S7 for a fo\:.X' ~ol'lth s:;::uner rate. This is to 
represent the feasibility of l'leqotiatinc; lone; te~ cor.t=a~s 
under reasonable charges. To- make this a credible elai:, ~~ 
~usot show why the current and propose~ act~al contracts wi~h t~e 
J?:'-Wfor c!.pacity are s~stantially g'reater than thCBPA ass-Qed. 
rate. 

. 
1.7 No analysis or data was presented on the effect of the Lone; 
Term Intertie Access Policy (LTIAP) in EMA's analysis. The 
applieation should provide analysis and data o'n the effect of the 
L'l'IA? on the COTP as required :by P.;.U .. Code ll02' includ.inq the 
e·!!eets on economy energy, finn capacity and. energy purc~ases • 

l.8 In Table 3-6, support is needed. tor the assUJ:1ption that 
d,~pend.able hydro capacity in the sUlIImer is the sa:ne as in the 
winter.. SUpport is needeo. for why the Canadian surplus "'ill l~st 
il: excess of 15-00 MW past 2006/07. Support is needed. for the 

'" 
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assumption that the cost of this surplus is less than 'the 
proposed BPA SL-S7 rate used in the analysis. 

Deficiency 2.1 c~pacity purchases by utility (OA pages 12 and 
• 104; DL page 1; NA EMA. 5.2".1.3 and Tables 5-90, 

5-91, and 5-92) 

The r4equcst was to provide the estimate of MW purchased by the . 
municipal utilities in the ~~ study. The ans~er refe=s to EMA 
section, 5.2".1.3 and three tables. These citations do, not contain 
an,answer ~out the assumea MW of municipal utility purchases in' 
the ~ analysis. 

Deficiency 2.3 Capacity purchase assu~ption and the BPA lAP (OA 
paS'es 36 and 37; DL pac;e 2; NAEMA. 3.3 and 3.5-) 

T~c re~est was to reconcile the ass~ed capacity purc~ascs over 
t~e COT? wit~ the ter.ms for cap~city sales in the ~, 
specifically Exhibit B and ~~e way the lAP provides for ti~ 
sales~ The ar.swer provides conside=able intor.mation on t.~e 
absolute physical ca.pacity a~ounts, along' with a state1:ent t~a-: 
t.~e l.~ s~ould not be considered.· since t.~e Administ=ator says t:c 
tinal LT:~ will not be anti-co~petitive • 

'r!oe ar.s',.;c= is responsive only in pa:-:. The physica.l c~~abili "':."./ 
and t~e 100s o~inion on how t~e LT=~ should be cor.siee=ed is 
clear.. T~ere is no, reconciliation, ho·,.;eve=, :be't·,.;een, on t..~e or.e 
ha::c'!, t~e prop"sed LT:;..p anc'! Exhi:Oi t B, and, on t~e oC.er hane" 
t!'le ass-.:.=.ption:.- in t:.et:~ study on capacity sales. 

De!iciency :3.1 S:>ot capacity (OA paqe 2:3: DL· page 2': N~ EY";'" :3.1) 

~~plic~r.t ~as asked to support the claim that capacity is a 
tu~ction o! water year~ (e.q., ~ore capacity is availa=le in 
nonc=itical water years, rather than t~e alternative ~at t~e 
a:ount o! capacity is not a function ot water year but t.~at 
whether the Ph1N asks for return ot the energy is a t~~ction of 
different water years). The new study makes the sa:eunsupported 
claim (EY.A section J .. 1..J.4, pac;e 3-13),. ana fails to provide an~· 
support. 

Deficiency 3.2 capacity from, seasonal diversity (OA paqe 23; DL 
page 2; NA EMA 3..1) 

Support 1s needed for the claim that resources in excess ot 
de~and in the 'Northwest Power Pool Area of 2SSS2 MW exist in t.~e 
Su::I."':ler of 1987. (EMi\. section 3· .. 1 .. 8:, pac;e 3-17.) This should. be 
reconciled with Table 3-1 which shows about 8000 MW of firm. 
surplus in July 19'86. 

2 
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Deficiency 3.3 Duration of capacity (OA page 65; DL page 3: NA 
EMA 3.1) 

Laek of support ~or the assumption. that PNW surplus capacity will 
last 30 years "",,"s identitied as a deficiency. 'the answer is EMA 
Section 3.1. This section develops the applicant's claim of 
surplus through 20050-6- tor the PNW and 2006-7 for canada. No, 
support is given that these levels will not deteriorate over the 
lite of COTP (now assumed to- be' 40 years). 

De!iciency 4.l composite PNW capacity price (OA page 64; DL page 
4; NA EMk 3.3) 

Applicant was asked to support the basis'~or the capacity price 
used; with several specitics and examples identified. The 
applicant's al"lswer to this. deficiency item is EMA. Section 3.3. 

Tbe a::swer does not address the ·defic-iency itc:. The:£.VA study 
does not explain the reason to assume non!ederal prices will be 
the sa~e as federal prices. The study does not show that 
non!ederal prices in existing and proposed contracts are equal to. 
federa.l prices • 

~jl does s~ate that it uses a single composite price to represent 
a ~ix of capacity services, and that composite price will be 
on the order or 75% o.f the cost of a combustion turbine (~ pa~e 
3-46). Su~port is neaded for that assumption. For exa:ple, is 
the il"litial proposed SL-S7 rate used in the ~ study on the 
order of 75% of the cost of a co~ustion turbine for PG&E? SeE? 
SDG&E? ~~at is the ~ost of the surplus capacity to the PNW 
sellers? Is it less than the assUlDed price? Similar to.' the 
ener~ portion of the study, why is it more reasonable to- use a 
sinqle composite price for the capacity po:tion ot the study and 
not so for the energy portion?' 

Deficiency 5.1 Energy over CO"rP (OA pages 16, 39 and 113: DL 
paqe 5: NA EMk 3.2.3 and Appendix I) 

Applicant was asked to reconcile the estimated' sales over COTP 
estimated by BPA and those in its own analysis. The answer is 
EMA Section 3.2.3 and Appendix I. 

~e response provides several clues to the reconciliation, but is 
detieient ~~r the following reasons. First, the direction o.f the 
reconciliation varies between items (that is, some explain the 
difference, but some would make it worse). Second, the apparent 
magnitude of the reconciliation items does not explain the wide 
difference between studies. 'third,' some of the items would make 
for no difference between studies. ' 

The tollowin9 discussion addresses each specific explanation for 
a difference between studies and will help· explain why the 

3 
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reconciliation is defieienta As the conelusionamakc$ clear, 1~ 
this is the applicantts best reconciliation and all there is, the 
applicant may so' incUeate. If more info:r:uation 'i~ av~ilable, 
however, the applic~nt must make that clear at th~s t~me. 

A. Oi:t.rences in PNW load growth 

On the sur:ace this supports the applic~nt's claim. The effect 
on $~les to California is unquantified, however, and the e!:e~ 

may go the other direction. For example, higher load in the p~ 
probably means that the PNW installs more resources. 
Southern California Ec!ison bas pointec:1 out in ot..~er proceeci:lgs 
before the CPTJC (SCE's General Rate Case) that it more 
resources are bullt in the PNW (even to meet PNW load 
growt!l), there will be more (not less) su~lus capacity, and 
likely more (not less) su~lus energy. Thus, t..~e reaso~ 
given in Appendix I'may actually explain why the ~ s~~dy 
should show less (not~ore) energy than does BPA, since 
there is less load growth a~d less'resource addi~ions in ~~e 
~ stuey. 

,\' 

B. Oi::erences in coal plants 

The answer says that 1719 MW of ac~ed coal 

resources are used in the EY..A study, tor e:C::::a e:'leF9Y o,t 
1203~. The answer fails to add~ess t~a~ t..~e~e ~s aecle~ 
lo~d to ~e met by t~cse resources, an~ ~ha~ t~a~ capaci~y 
ana enerqy loaQ is. The net su::-pl\ls is. less t!la:l. t:le g:::oss 
a::oun~s lis~eda The e!!ec": supports t.'le d::::ect:'on of t!le 
EY~ s~\ldy results, but t.'le magnitude is unclea=. 

c. Definition of California market 

'!'he di:ferences in definition o-! t..'le Cal'ifo:7lia marke:. will 
explain why E~~ estimates'are,~6t ~reater t~an BFA's. Howeve=, 
EMA's estimates are 153% more in, 1995- anc1 2004 than are BPA~s. 

O. Gas prices 

BPA uses higher gas prices. If California i~po~s 
more when gas prices are higher Que to greater benefits fro: 
the transactions, and more transactions being economic 
(e.q., being able to import even the :z:os~ expensive p~ooy; coal 
that lower gas prices do-not support), than this reason 
would support EMA results ,being lo~er (not hiqher) than BPA. 
This reason does not support the difference in results • 

E. BFA has higher energypriees 

BPA has hiqher energy priees, but assumes that 
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they are never more than 75% of California's dccre~ental 
costs. There is always sufficient margin tor California to 
ilnport all that the PNW has· to sell under that asswnption. 
This reason does not explain any difference between studies • 

• G. COT? in-serviee date 

EMk assumes that COT? is operational S months 
earlier than dces SPA, out· of a 40 year project (480 
:months). 'this affeets 1991 energy only, but 1991 is t..'le 
year of le4st difference between EMA and SPA. ''I'his reason 
does not explain. the differences in 1995 or 2004. 

Deficiency 7.l Prices for PNW nonfirm enerqy (OA paqes 13 and 
83; DI. page 6-) 

A. Derivation (NA EMA 3.4) 
0# 

The new application abandons the 60% and 82% ratios tor prices, 
and no~ uses a SO/SO share the savings as the base case~ The 
applicant lnust support why this is a reasonable assur.ption. If 
t..'le applicant wishes to assu~e a SOISO split, t..'le applic~nt must 
exp~ain why hydro variable ope::atinq costs are not used for block 
1. 

Oe~ici~ney 7.2 Prices for Southwes~ non~i~ energy (OA pages 82-
~; DL paqe 7) 

A. Derivation CNA:El'..A 4.5.2) 

The deficiencies for the derivation of the South~est prices are 
very si~ilar to those for the PNW prices. (See 7.1 (a) above). 
Support is needee for the very central clai~ that the prices are 
actually ~ased on a 50/50 split. Support is needeQ for SDG&E's 
forecast that the off-peak price will be 0 .. 9:3 of the on-peak 
price (page 4-59). Support is needed for seE t s ratio of 0 .. 8·6:5 • 
Marginal cost esti:mates in Tal:::lle 4-45 ~ust be corro~orated ~y 
actual recorded ~arginal costs (e.g., syste~ lambda, California 
Power Pool quotes). Prices in Table 4-4.5 lnust '~e adjusted for 
losses to be eomparable to th ... lna.rginal cost. Table 4-45 is 
based on 9500 BTU/kWh, while the estimated off-peak prices are 
based on 9000 B'I't1/kWh. 'I'he applicant should support the claim. 
that the correct estimate of marginal cost in Table 4-45 is ~ased 
on 9500, not ~ooo (to the extent most of the Southwest energy is 
purchased oft-peak),. or a weighted average of 9500 anc:l 9000 based 
on actual on- to off-peak i~ports. 

The application ~ust reconcile the claim that Tier II analysis is 
utility specific, with the calculation of the Southwest price on 
a non-utility specific basis. For example, in the on-peak 
period, if t::!te PROMOD III runs shoW" the averaqe incremental .heat 
rate for any~ility in any snapshot year is in excess of 9500, 

• 
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the actual energy benetit is> overstated when the price is 
computed based on 9500. Support should l>e provided tor the 
ass'IllDption that gas will be the marginal tuel tor the 40 year 
lite ot the COTP, and that the incremental heat rate will remain 
at 9500 and 9000, not declining over, time as utilities reoptimize 
and modernize ~eir own plant. 

Support should be provided tor the assumption that the SW price 
as a percent ot deeremental c;ost tor each bloc3c: declines over the 
life of COT.? (Table 4-46 and 4-47), when the actual data shows it 
has been increasing in the 198.0'5 (Ta:ble 4-45). . 

The CEC ER-6 sensitivity scenario should be supported by 
explaining why the gas price increases, :but the coal prices in 
the Southwest do not (Tables 4-48. and 4-49). 

s. Coal escalation r~tes (NA EMA 4.3 .. 2) 

-The gas price escalation is 9 .. 0% annually from 1989 to- 2005 
(Table 4-1') and S .. S% thereatter (Section ~.1.3). Coal prices 
eseala'te at 5-.5% from 1991 to 2031 (Sections 3.4".2 and 4.5-.. 2.2) .. 
The original deficiency asked the applicant to support the 
substantially different escalations in gas and coal to 2004, 
which by itself results in coal prices being dramatically lower 
~~an gas in 15 years.. The new application fails to answe~ this 
deficiency.. .. 
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ATtA~ 1 - section 3 

ENGINEERING DEFICIENCIES 

The following ~e!iciency numbers refer to the De~ieieneies 
identified in the ori~inal May 8, 1987 letter. 

Deficiency 3. The Applicants did not provide the following data: 

Individual line ratings; 
Series eap~citor ratinqs(eontinuous and 30 minute 
ratings): 
The specific element(s) that limit the transfer rating 
in a worst case scenario. 

, The Applications should pr~'Vide this intormation for all 5000 l\.V 
. line sections bet'loleen Malin and. Xidway. 

Deficiency 5. A Qetaile~ discussion and analysis of the 
following' was not providec1: 

a. ~ncer frequency load shedding re~~irements: 

b. Generation dispatch constraints/practices which di!!e~ 
from s.trict economic dispatch basec1 on heat rates. 

c. E!!ects of curtailment of Northern Cali!o~ia hydro. 
ge~eration as required by the Pacific Intertie 
Agreement on loop flow curtailments. 

De!iciency 6. The data provided does not inclUde any detailed 
engineering studies to support the alleged. reliability benefits. 

Deficiency7, 8 and 9. The responses providec1 refer :to five 
reports by the PSSC. These reports lacksu!ficient detail to· 
verify the results. 

T~e Application is still void of substantial syste~. engineering 
cata. Copies of power flow and stability studies performed for 
the COXP should be provided including the follovinq: 

a. Base case load flow plots or printout for the 
California areas for each of the tour base cases· used 
in the ~ost recent COTP stability stUdies. 

b. A stability ease for loss of Olinda substation (SOO KIT 
line to Tracy and the $00 KV to 230 XV transfor:er) 
without the islanding scheme arid with conc1itions 
si:ilar to the credible two line outage eases listed on 
page 87 of the Preferred Plan of service and Power 
Syst'em Studies, March 1987. 
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c. Stability plots tor eases L$p ~26 and ~27 listed on 
page 87 of the Preferred Route Plan of Service, march 
1987 report. Include plots of 500 XV voltages sueh as 
Devers and other 500 ~ buse~, NW and Sw. system angles, 
frequency plots, and series capacitor currents. 

d. 

e. 

f .. 

h. 

. . 
Frequency plots for case 1 of the Corridor Separation 
Report (loss of three project 500 y:;y lines) .. 

A description of the'NE/SE and NW/SW islandinq schemes 
listinq the·cireuits tripped. 

Details on.the various remedial actions schemes should 
be provided. 

Existinq and future transmission service comnitments 
for all SOO l\.'V line secti,ons between Malin and Midway • .. 
All stu~ies or analys~ performed to determine the 
future nomograms with and without COT~. 

Oe!icl:ency lO and 11. The response was inadequate.. The 
req"Jested infor:nation on outages should be provicleci on all line 
seg":lents and projections of outage probability should be 
perfor.med • 

.. 
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ATTACHMENT' 2' - Section 1 

SCE OCTOBER 1987 COTP APPLICATION 

1. The application should demonstrate explicitly how the recent 
increase and potential future increases in the charges tor 
purchasing electricity from thQ Pacific Northwest, and the 
feasibility of negotiatinq long-term contracts under reasonable 
eharge~ were used in deriving the benefits shown in Table B.2 in 
Exhibit B. In presenting the derivation of the benefits shown in 
Table B.2, include all tor~ulas and input assumptions.. If the 
a:oove taC":ors were also used or taken ,into consideration 
elsewhere in the cost-ef~ectiveness analysis,. please specify 
where and how. 

2. The=e is no- analysis or discussion of t.'le resale municipal 
utilities' (Anahei~, Rive==ide and MS~) willingness to absorb ~~e 
IOU portions of the COTP in the Muni CO·,!,p option with only the 
T::-ans:nission P:'inciples and "Intertie Fir:n't as opposed to" the Los 
Banos-Gates line_ ' 

3. PG;Z ancl se.t base their benefit/cost analysis on the ~~: 
co'!'? as ~'le only option to· IOU participation. The S~G&Z 
application bases its analysis on t.~e W:THO~~ COTP option. the 
Applicants :nu~t cla::-i!y this apparent inconsistency in 
alte::':latives to IOU participation. If bo~'l options a::-e possi~le, 
ancl since strategic bene!its are different in ~e t~o options, 
~e strategic benc~its m~st be dis~~ssed and/or analyzed tor eae~ 
option separately. 

4. The followinq deficiencies pertain to sczts economic 
analysis, as presenteQ in Exhibit B. 

The discussion of strategic benefits does not proviQe SUfficient 
in!o~tion to Qete~ine their val1aity.. workpapers, s~uQies ane 
analyses should be provided •. In addition, the quantification of 
strateqic benefits appears to be logically inconsistent with ~~e 
quantification of direct benefits.' Direct benefits are 
calculated as the difference between the Muni COT? and the IOU 
Participation. 

Many of the strateqic benefits identified·by SCE to-be 
attributable to their participation in the COTP also exist in the 
Muni Only COTP. SCE fails to recognize these benefits in MUni
COTP alternative anQ suggests that the value of strategic 
benefits results solely from their.participation • 

S. No data was provided to substantiate the various statements 
(B-S.through. B-7) regardins·reliability·benetits·due to cotP 
including the followinq: 

1 
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A. Enqineerinq studies to demonstrate the NE/SS separation 
scheme will not be needed including those studies referenced. in 
the Engineerinq reports Vol. 3. 

b. WSCC outage reports and detailed descriptions on the 
operation of the separations scheme and the events surrounding 
th,e three outages used in determining the strategic benefits. 

<:. A detailed description of all work on the existing system 
that has been performed to prevent similar outages from 
reoccurring. 

d. Enqineering studies to demonstrate CO'l'P would have prevented 
the outages. 

e. Engineering analysis or studies to verity the QF's inability 
to stay on line during a distur~ance. 

f. Justification and correspondence to support SCE's belief that 
the munis will build CO'l'P without suffieient separation unless 
the IOUs are involved. .. 

g. Detailed customer outaqe reports on the reterenced,outAqes 
includinq listing customer load by outage ti=e block and listing 
pumping load separately. 

6. Reli~ility BC:letits. CExh. S, pp. 5-7, App. B-1, w.p.J 

A $40 million, NPV benefit ot increased reliability is estimated 
using an average outage ot 533 MW, a value of $~O/kWh (l9S&$)~ 
and a 50% Avoidance of the average one-hour outage as a benefit 
of the Co~. 

a) ~ovide historical data or calculatio~ to su~port the 533 MW 
estimate. 

b) Provide analysis to support the 50% avoidance of the average 
one-hour outaqe as a benefit of the COT? i 

c) Provicie analysis that the value of an out.ag'e is $lO/kwh 
(1986~. ~e CPOC has never adopt.ed an out.aqe value for 
reliability benefits. There are no references to support the 
"qeneral cbservationtt that this- is an appropriate value tor 
unserved enerqy. 

7. Interc:::mneetion Support. CExh.. B,. pp. 7-9, App. B-1,. w.p .. J 

a) Th.ere:is no support for the assumption that SeE needs 100 MW 
of addit~~l interconnection support from the COTP. 

D') Thlare is no support for the assumption that 1,400 MW of 
interconnection support will be available from other utilities. 
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c) There is n~ support for the assumption that interconnection 
support, i~ needed, should be va1ue~ at the ru11 combustion 
turbine proxy. 

8. Increased Power Pooling - Wheeling Benefits (Exh. B, pp.9, 
App. B-1, w.p.J 

There is no support tor the assumption that transmission 
so:r:vice sales would, be made five percent ,of the time. (line Sl) 
In other words, there is no backup tor the assumption, that 123 
~~b/yr would be wheeled. ' 

9. Increased competition - Price Benetits. (EXh. B, pp.. 10, 
Ap,p. B-1, w.p.J 

a) There is no support tor the assumption that the CO~~ 
will result in a two percent reduction in purchased power costs 
(line 25), fitty percent of the tilne (workpapersJ. 

b) The assumption regarding the amount of energoy in ~o'1h. to, which 
this price reduc'tion should be applied (1986 purchases) is not 
supported by the PROMOD simUlations ot years during which the 
COTP would be operational. N~ attempt bas been made t~ explain 
the validity ot the use of 1986 purchases. 

- " 

10. Loop Flow Mitigation Benefits. (Exh~ B, pp.10-ll, App. B-1, 
w.p.J 

There is no support for the assumption that 86-MW of additional 
firm purchases could be made. No assumptions or calculations are 
presented. that this 86- MW would. be available from other utilities 
or at what price. 

11. Incremental Enerqy Benetits -- Fuel Costs. [Exh.B,. pp. 11-
13-, App. 8-1, w.p. J 

There is no support tor the assumption that 50' percent of 
displaced gas would be "higher-cost"" gas. 

12". SCE/LADWP .Exchange 

No- correspondence, agreements, or workpapers were provided on the 
de'cails ot the Edison-LADWP, Exchange of Pacific Intertie 
Entitlements (pp. 818-819). ' 

3 
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AT'l'ACKM:ENT :2 - Section :2 

EMA. STT.10Y DEFICIENCIES 

1. SCE-I.ADWP ~xcha.nqe (EMA Section 2.4) , 

The EMA analysis is based on ~~e Sct-LADWP exehange of 
transmission entitlements. 

The applieation must clarify whether PG&Z ana SDG&Z take their 
sha=es of the exchange u~der the eali~ornia Power Pool 
aqreements,. and whether the EY.A analysis aSSUlees they take their 
shares or not. Xhe applic~tion cannot be accepted until the C~UC 
staff is provided full in!or:nation on the details o! this 
exchanqe. SCE claims that ~~eir case with the exch~nqe is the 
"conservativew case. It that is t=ue, ~~is claim mo~t be 
supported. SCE,has a posi~ive benefit to cost ratio for its 
pa~icipation in COTP given ~~e ~ntit~ements exeh~nge; without 
~e eXChange are we sure ~e B/C decl~nes? 

... 
:2. Key Economic AssUlIlptions (EY.A Section 4.1, Table 4-l) 

Sup~,ort. is needed tor t!le utility diseount rates. The, assUlned 
c~pi~al st=uct~re and cost of funds for each co:ponen~ must be 
p=ovidee. 

EY~'~ analysis lacks su!!ieient dis:ussion and wo~kpapers desc=i~i~g 
~~Q t:eatment ana modelinq of WAPA/?G&E/TANC ener;y and capaci~y 
amounts. How ~e modeling t=eat~e~t correlates to the various 
co:ntract~al provisions anci ope:ratinq practices i:ncll.:.ding pric'ing' 
p:ovisions and cur~ail~ent prae~ices should be explained. The 
Applieations should also explain bo~ the PRCMCO out~uts were adjustc~ 
to obtain t.~e figures. in Tal:le S~'2" throuqh $-1:3,. 

4. Analysis (EMA section 5.0) 

The application should justify the use of a2 leill lnJ.nlmum saving 
level for' economy transactions in D'.A's analysis (page 5-2) with 
consideration given to losses, wheeling charges and the 15,% 
markup used in the PNW and SW mo,dels. 

s. Provide justification for the assu~ption in EMAts analysis 
and/or model that a utility will first provide transmission 
service to another utility to en.able a lower eost economy ener9'J" 
transaction to- occur ins.tead of· using its own transmission 
eapacity to- maximize profits by selling e.eonomy energy. 
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6. Proviae justifie;,.tion for the- 4i!terent assumptions and 
me~oaolO9Y use~ t~ estimate wholesale an~ retail reVenue impacts 
bet~een PG&Z an~ SCE. Explain why SeE could not reduce its 
charges for sales of ~apacity in order to co~pete with PNW 
suppliers (paqes 5-123 through 5-129) •. 

7. No d~~~entation of SeE's transmission rates were provided in 
the E~ or SCE analysis. 

8. Page 4-33 states "For internal planning purposes, SCZ assumes 
t."la': the maximum loop: flow without CO'I'P is 800 MW, and 1200 MW 
wi~ t.~e CO~? As such, there is no sue~ re~uetion in loop, flo~ 
on t:he t·w"O existing AC lines (2/3 of the 1200 HW with the COTP' is 
SOO MW, the same loop flow as without CO'I'P"~ ·In quantifying the 
s't~;'!tegic Benefits due to reduced loop· flow, however, 900 MW of 
loop flow with COTP was assumed. 

'!'~is disc:'epaney should. be explained: and sU:Cstintio.ted. ...... i~ 
workpape::'s . 

.... 

9. Provide a clear explarlation o'f the estimated eost sharing tor 
So~~~ o~ ~csla reirl!orccments. Are the annual eol!ections tro~ 
s.cs, SDGOc~ and SC?A to :b~ proportiorlate. to t.~eir s~are$ Q! 
~id~ay-Tesla t=ar.s~ission? Are the annual collections desi~ed 
to rec:ve.r all of PG&Z's expenses? If not,. t!l.e.n what portion? 
Do t.~e$e a::=~nqe=e:'lts c!lan;oe it t..'le Los' Banos-Gates proj ect is 
:~~n~ to be necessary? 

10. Illust:'ation 5-1 of t."le EMA Cos':: :e::tectiveness Report does 
rlO~ represent correctly the PROMOD multi-area modeling Qf 
California. CVP and S-WAPA are not separated out. Proviee a 
corrected Illustration showing the modeled interconnections 
be.t· ... eenthe 12 areas. 

11. Neither t~e C?CN applications nor the PROMOD user ~anual 
doc~:nent SUfficiently the I:Ionitoring of critical interfaces 
bet· ..... een areas. SpeCifically I documentation is lackirlg' descril:lin; 
whether, in the case of t·~o or :mOore tie lines· passing through an 
interface,. it each tie separately,. or only the total capacity 
t..'lrou;h the interface is not to be exceeded. 

Provide justification to support the clai:ms that.the PROMOD 
:multi-are.a modeling on a state-viele basis captures current 
u~ility practices and economic effects tor edC~ utility. 

~ 12. capital Cost (Section 5.4) 

'the total ~pital ~ost is estimated at $ 465-,9'92,000. 
'thi's consists of four cOlnponents: Direct Cost "'forecasted'· 
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by J~~I, Indirect cost, AFOOC/IOC, and Line outage. The 
report does not provide adequate referenees t~ specific 
workpapers on Direct Cost and Indirect Cost.. How-did RMI/ 
IOUs ar~ive at these figures? Please provide all 
nee~~$ary documents • 

• 
13. Cost of South of 'resla Reinforcements. (Section 5.4.6) 

EMA. assumes t.'lat the costs South of 'resla will be expensed. and 
not c~pitalized_ The rational tor this must be explained. I~ 
this is not usual ratemaking procedure" the,application must be 
based on ratebasing the inves~ent and show the impact on the 
project. . 

l4 .. Resource Plans (EMA Se.ctions 4 .. 4 .2 and 4.4._ 3) 

The resource plans without COT? must be provided. Al~~, energy 
reso'Urceplans (or if not plans, at least, energy balances ,which 
res-.:.lt..·!rom the adopted resource plans} must 'be providedcwith and 
without CO'!'P. 

15. Cost to IOUs (Seetion 5.4) 

, Fro:! t::.e analysis, t..'le 
follo· ... s: 

PG&Z 

SDG&Z 

Table 5-l22 
Base Case 

$129,378,000 

$ 95,600,000 

$ 18,233,000 

costs to 10'Os can be sw:..~arized as 

Table 5-l2( 
Re~laee::'len":. 
SUbstation 

$l92,:300,000 

$165,380,000 

$ 26,920,000 

Table S-lZS 
Revenue Requi:e~ents 
incl. SUb Replace cos~ 

$183',878,000 

$143,.800,000 

$ ,Z6, 330 " 00'0' 

Please oeroonstrate, using an ex~ple~ how the revenue 
require:r:1ents (including the substation replace:nent costs) 
were derivec!. ' 

16. Fuel Price Forecasts. (Section 4.3, pp .. 4-l6· through 4-28.) 

No eX?lanation is siven for the assumption that the appropriate 
marginal gas price forecast is a weighte~ average'of the three 
IOU's :narginal gas price forecasts. Separate price forecasts are 
used for other fuels, such as coal. Since the IOU's differ as gas 
buyers (e.g_, PG&E and SOG&E are combined gas and electric 
'1.ltili";.ies; SCE is not), the basis for using a weighted average 
:narqin~l gas pri~e forecast :nust be supported~ 
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17. Firm contracts (Table 4-52) 

.. 
...... " 

," 

The application :ust explain why the %~rm contracts listed in 
Table 4-52 cannot be carried over each owner's share ot the 
existing Pacific Interties. • 

• 
A further explanation is needed of the %o~ecast price for the 
firm energy (on vhat are the forecasts based) and the assumed 
avoiaed cost that is avoided by this firm· energy (along with an 
explanation of the assuxnptions used :te> estimate the assumed 
avoided cost tor firm energy) • 

. 
18. Provide the basis for the assu~ption that the additional 
eost of generating the energy not received (due to the 3.5% loss 
factor appliea to the net flow of California economy energy north _. 
to south. or south to north) was split equally among the buyers 
and sellers of the net Cal~tor.nia economy energy flow. (Section 
S~l.S.~,. p.5-61) • 

~. 
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A'l"tACHMEN'l" 2 - Section 3 

ENGINEERING DEFICIENCIES 

l. A description of the reinforcements of the transmission 
system south of Tesla to meet the projected COT~trans~ission 
service Obli9~tions and the needs of the COT~partieipant$ 
including SOG&E was not provided_ No detailed engineerinq~ 
powerflow or stability studies have been provided to determine 
the existing transfer capacity after reinforcements, minimum 
transfer capacity required for muni acceptance, and the amount of 
expected transmission service eom~itments ana their 
justification. 

2. A detailed description and justiflcation of each of the 
interconnection flow limits in EY..Ats, Illustration 5-1 'Was not 
provided. Include a listins of ~he various trans:ission se=vice 
commitments on each path. Explain how EMA models the above 
correctly incluc:linq the effects of counter scheduling .. 

". 

... 
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JOHN :6-. OHANIAN AND G. MI~CHELL WILK, commissioners, Concurring: 

We join the majority in this decision with some 
reluctance, and do so only Decause we believe that aqreement on 
~Jle South-of-~esla issue is an essential prerequisite to starting 
the clock. We are very concerned that the parties to this ease 
(both ORA and the applicants) have used. the provisions of the 
Permit Streamlining Act to tront-load this proceeding and begin 
litigating the merits of the proj'eet' before we have even accepted 
the application. Were it.not tor the South-of-~esla issue, we 
would accept this application and' let the process decide the 
lD:erits. 

The PSA is one of the few procedural spurs to expediting 
the CPC&N process, and we support it fully because we believe that 
delay in either granting or not granting a certificate hurts the 
applicants (who may waste time and effort in planning a project 
th.at will never be built), the ratepayers (who may lose some of 
the benefits of a delayed, cost-effective project), and the 
Commission (whose staff and support services must handle the extra 
workload of lengthy proceedings) - We rec~ize the temptation on 
the part of the ORA to use the pre-application phase as a lever to 
pry more information out of the applicants, but this runs counter 
to the spirit ot the PSA and we do- not support the DRA's attempt 
to use the PSA in this way. The deficiencies noted by the ' 
Executive Director in his rejections" with the sole exception of 
Sc,uth-ot-Tesla, seem to us to' speak to the merits of' the project 
rather than to filing requirements. 

The applicants also.bear a portion of the blame for the 
delays in this case. We see very little evidence that the 
utilities have made strenuous efforts to comply with the 
deficiencies listed by the Executive Director. Had the utilities 
done so, we might have avoided the ttme-consuming. necessity of 

'. this appeal.. It this lack of cooperation continues during- the 

- 1 -
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litigation phase of this ease~ the applicants' burden of proof 
will, it seems to us, be very difficult to meet. 

The other project participants (the ~isW)~ though not 
before us as applicants, should nevertheless be aware that we will 
oppose this project unless we are convinced that it meets the 
requirements for a CPCN, and cooperation from the Mullis in this 
proceeding will likely be essential to: meeting the applicants' 
burden of proof. 

Finally, we join the majority in its concern regarding 
the policies of BPA, and i! anything we feel even more strongly 
that BPA's proposed pricing policies undermine fair access to 
northwest power, and thus are a disservice to Californians and 
will wei9h heavily in our final opinion regardin9 the cost-

o! the "r Proj ect. 

~ . ~ ~ 
G. MIT LL WILK;COii\liissioner 

February 15, 198'8: 
.San Francisco, california, 
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FREDERICK R. ~ODA, Commissioner, concurring 

This decision resolves Edison's appeal from the Exeeutive 
~irector's second rejection ot its COT~ application. The 
Commission's Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) believes that 
the resubmitted application is incomplete because it does not 
contain information sufticientto enabl(!"'the commission to 
adequately resolve certain issues raised. by the project 
application. Because the Commissionaqrees that the resubmitted 
application is incomplete with regard. to the issue of project 
definition, a defieiency noted in the rejection of the initial 
application, it properly rejects the resubmitted applieation. 

Although the majority reaches the correct result in this 
case, I believe its decision should have directly addressed 
certain issues' raised concerning the' Permit streamlining Act 
(Government Code Section 65920 £'J:. sea.) instead of ducking the 
issues by relying solely on the failure of the. resubmitted 
application to address concerns raised in the initial rejection 
letter. I feel that the approaeh taken :by the maj.ori ty leaves an 
unnecessary altIbi9Uity as to our willingness to.. take full advanta9'e 
ot the information gathering opportunities provided by the Permit 
Streamlining Act. 

In appealing the second. rejection of its CO'I'P' application, 
Edison argues that review of its res~mitted application must be 
limited to reviewing materials submitted in responso to the 
Exocutive Director's original rejection letter, which ineluded a 
list of c:1etieiencies in the first application. In other words, in 
Edis(~n' s view. the Executive Director may not look beyond the 
ques'l:ion whether the origina.l deficiencies. have been cured by the 
resubmitted application. Similarly, PG&E and SDG&E aecuse the 
Commission of creating a regulatory moving target. 

I :believe these arguments unfairly cr.i ti(;izc DRA tor 
secking additional information before making a determination 
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as to th~ completeness of the resUbmitted application. DRA~s 

intor:mation 9'athe~in9' eftorts tall squaJ:cly within both the letter 
and the spirit ot the Permit Streamlining Act. 

Government Code Section 65943(a)' expressly provides for a 
second determination of the completeness ot an application 
resubmitted atter initial rejection on qrounds of incom.pleteness. 
It this second determination is not made within 30 days, the 
resubmitted application is deemed to be 'complete. It the 
resubmitted application is determined ll2:t,. to be complete, the 
ag'ency"s determination of incompleteness must specify those parts 
of the application which are incomplete, and must indicate the 
manner in which they can be made complete, including a list and 
thoJ:oug'h description of the specific information needed t~ complete 
':he application. The applicant is required then.to N'suJ:)mit 
materialsN to augxnent its application in response to the list and 
description. 

Government Code Section 65943 (b) provides that, no, later 
than 30 days after receipt ot the $ubmitted materials, the agency 
must determine in writing whether the submitted materials are 
complete. It the written determination is not timely made, the 
application together with the submitted materials is deemed to, be 
complete. At this juncture, it the agency has determined that the 
application, together with the submitted materials, is not 
complete, the agency must pro,:ide a process tor the applicant to· 
appeal that decision in writing' to the governing body ~f the 
ag'ency. (Government Code Section 65943(c». 

Under the Permit Streamlining Act, an agency has two 
distinct opportunities to request ,an applicant t~ provide 
~,clditional intormation necessary to- cure deficiencies in the 
lllpplication before it must finally determine whether the 
application is complete. First, it the agency determines that an 
initial application is incomplete it m.ust inform the applicant of 
any deticiencies so- that the applicant can attempt to cure those 
deficiencies in a resubmitted application. "Second, if a 
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~esUbmitted application is received, and the agency determines it 
is als~ incomplete, the agency must again inform the applicant of 
any deficiencies so the applicant can attempt to cure these 
deficiencies with additional submitted material~ Once any 
additional material is received in response to the socond list of 
deficiencies, the a~cncy :must then sto~ asking for more information 
and :make its determination whether the application,. as 
supplementea, is complete. 

This several step process is necessary to balance the 
interests of applicants in having their applications considered on 
their merits and the interests of agencies in having SUfficient 
:information available to enable them to evaluate the merits of the 
application. The opportunity for an agency to notify.anapplicant 
tha'c a resubmitted application is deficient is especially important 
where, as in the present case, the resubmitted application is 
substantially different from the initial app·lication. 

In addition to :my criticism of the majority's discussion 
of the Permit Streamlining Act issue, I feel the need to express :my 
concern with one other d.eficiency in the xnaj.ority op·inion. Because 
the commission believes that the application is deficient with 
regard to the issue of project definition; i~ properly rejects the 
re~.ub:mitted application as incomplete. I believe, however, that 
the majority should have taken the opportunity presented by this 
Clecision to artieulate m.ore clearly its. concerns about. the 
utility'S showing with regard to a number of other critical issues 
and to clarify certain questions we believe should be ad~ressed 
head-on. 

I would have added the following language to the adopted 
decision, just before .the Findings. of Fact, as follows: 
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Once the application is accepted, the Commission expects 
the project proponents to fully develop the record in this 
proceeding.. We concur with the :basic· concerns of our Executive 
Director expressed in his letter .ofNovember 13. We fully believe 
that if the Commission is to make an informed decision on the 
merits, the proponent utilities must address in detail the 
tollowin~ tour questions: 

1 .. What is the agreed upon project description? 

2. ~~at quantity of energy is available at what price from the 
Northwest, and what uncertainties should projeetproponents 
~ttach therete>? 

. 3. How certain can we be that the addition of the COTP will not 
rleduce the reliability of the western' area power grid? (What is 
the likelihood that a 3-1ine failure will compromise the overall 
reliability e>f the overall western electricity system?) 

4. What criteria are project proponents usin~ t~evaluate 
reliability (capaCity) benefits of the COTP? (Are these 
reliability criteria aP:t>ropriate or consistent with our 
9'cneration planning reliability criteria?) 

These are fundamental questions which the Commission 
believes :must be adequately answered by project proponents before 
an appropriate decision on the merits.can :be reached. Accordingly, 
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the Commission takes this opportunity to place the proponent 
utilities on notice that without an adequate showing on. these 
issues, the Commission will be faced with the pro'spect of denying 
the COPT appli~tions for lack of sufficient evidence'." 

Ouda" Commissioner 

February 16, 1988 
San Francisco, california 

~. I. 
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It follows from the time constraints of e PSA and the 
substantial responsibility of the Commission und the Public 
Utilitie~ Act, that the critical determination f completeness must 
lie within the reasonable discretion of the mmission. The 
Le9islature has apparently recognized this oqic in electing to 
leave the determination of completeness t the agency's discretion. 
The only pertinent requirement of the A is that each agency 
prepare an *Information and Criteria L st* to· help inform 
applicants of information that will 'necessary (Gov't .. Codes 
§§ ,65940-41). The Commission adopt d such a list in 1979 (1 CPOC 

2d 166 (1979». The Legislature d not elect to-prescribe to
agencies what information they m st obtain, but was silent on the 

substantive contents of suCh 1 ts. The Legislature further did 
not elect to dictate to the C ission that the Information and 

standard to be applied in 
r.letE!rmining completeness. e therefore conclude that the 
commission has been left exercise its discretion in these 
matters, so long as it i exercised reasonably_ Our standard of 
review must recognize t e re~lities imposed by the PUblic Utilities 
Act and the PSA and m t also· reflect the fact that the burden of 
proof justifying the ssuance of the certificate is clearly on the 
applieant. 

:i,n 

that the 

ow to the specific arguments raised by Edison 
ecutive Director's determination. 

Idison's GroUnds tor AppeAl 

son makes two arquments in support of its contention 
'ssion should accept its second COT Project 

applieati n as complete.. First, it maintains that its second 
applieat on satisfies all pertinent statutory and regulatory· 

• I 
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re~~irements. Second, it contends that the rejection o~ its 
application was premised on unfounded deficiencies. 
B. The Application satis~ies 

All Pertinent statutory and 
RegulAtory; Bequi~ntS 

Edison notes that PUblic Utilities (PO) Code § 

pr?vidcs generally that certificates must be 
construction of a line, plant or system or any ext 
CPU Code § 1102). By filing an application for a 
the requirements of GO 131-C, Edison maintains 
satisfi~d the requirements of § 1001. 

Edison also believes that it has c 

re "the 
on thereof." 

C&N that meets 
it has 

prOVisions of PO Code § 1003 requiring prov. sion of preliminary 
engineering and desiqn information, a pro'ect implementation plan, 
cost estimates, a cost analys~s compari the project with any 
feasible alternatives sources of powe , and a design and 
construction management cost control plan. In support of this 
contention it cites certain volume of the Tank/Western Area Power 
AOministration Draft Environmen Impact Statement/Environmental 
Impact Report (EIS/EIR), adopte by reference in,its application. 
It also cites Exhibits J, F, , and C to A.87-10-023. 

Edison also ~lie~s it has complied with § l004, which 
covers technical filing re~irements. 

Edison maintai~ that nothing in PU Code § 1102 
specifically, tho PUblic' Utilities generally, or GO, 131-C, requires 
a utility to file all/:ne detailed information relevant to· § 1102-
in its CPC&N application. Edison asserts that it has included in 
its second COT a~Pl'cation sufficient reliable information and 
pricing sensitivi eS to enable the Commission to determine the 
cost eftectivene issue. It cites the ~ study, which it 
believes is the ost detailed study it has ever presented in 
support of a C&N application. According to Edison, EMA's study 
provides suft'cient reliable information for the commission to 
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assess the four specific statutory criteria of § ll02. For 
example, the EMA study addresse's increased cost of: PNW surplus 
energy and the possbility of tuture increases in charges for 
surplus energy, by focusing on ~vailability, historical pr' es, 
projected future prices, and benefits of PNW surplus cap' city and 
energy- Similarly, it believes it has addressed two' 0 er speCific 
statutory criteria in the, reconciliation table atta ed in its 
appeal (Appendix E)., These reter to the teasibil y of negotiating 
long term contracts under reasonable charges, a 'the teasibllity 
of purchasing electricity directly from Canad rather than from 
SPA. 

Edison also maintains that its s cond COT application 
complies fully with GO 131-C. It mainta s that such compliance is 
demonstrated either in its refiled COT' pp'lication, or in the 
Tank/western Draft EIS/EIR issued Nov er 26, 19S7 and 
incorporated by reference in its se ond COT application. Edison 
a~so believes that it has provide additional information by 
responding in good faith to ORA' data requests, -many of which 
went well :beyond the scope of 131-C." (Edison appeal, p. 11.) 

Edison believes th purpose of PSA is "to eliminate 
unreasonable delay in the p ocessing of permit applications by 
government agencies." (Ed"son appeal, p. 11). Edison contends 
that ORA. is misusing i ts.,A>oSi tion as the reviewing staff, has 
gained an unfair advan~ge by being able to delay the acceptance of 
Edison's application until it obtains as many discovery concessions 
as possible or until;lthe apPli~ation is permanently withdrawn, and 
is otherwise crea~~<J a regulatory mov·ing target by finding new 
deticiencies in tjie t;,econd application. 
c. The Alleqed Ceneral and Speei:tic 

oetieienci,a at9Vn(OUDd~ 
Edi on maintains that the materials satisfying the 

in its second application are either already 
in that app ication or are not required tor acceptanc:e·ot the 
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application as complete for filin~. Edison does not_believe~at 
all of the items identified in the first COT rejection letter were 
fairly characterized as deficiencies: however, it assert~that it 
made a good faith attempt to provide in its second ap~cation all 
such requested information. It objects that the se nd rejection 
letter creates six entirely new general deficienc sand 17 pages 
of additional specific deficiencies, some of wh were 
characterized as unanswered specific deficien es from the first 
rejeetion letter. Edison maintains that th purpose of the review 
of a refiled application is to ascertain 
provided to respond to deficiencies ide 
not to identify further deficiencies 
of the proceeding_ 

t information has been 
i:tied in the application, 
thereby delay initiation 

Edison maintains that th ~eneral deficiencies alleged in 
the second. rej ect'ion letter are elated to those alleged in the 
first rejeetionletter. The on possible general deficiency in 
the second application which ison is prepared to recognize is 
that related to failure to r edy an alleged general defiCiency in 
the first application., It sserts that it has addressed each of 
the alleged general defic'encies identified in that first letter, 
and consequently the s ondapplication should have been accepted 
as complete under GO 1 

Edison main ins that it adequately responded to the 
first general defic' ney identified in A.87-04-012 (the 
inconsistent proje description associated with Los B'anos Gates) , 

PG&E and SOG&E in executing the principles for 
Sout.'h., 'l'esla tra misG.ion service. In response to the second 
alleqed genera defi~ieneyentitled wLaek of system engineering 
dataW (keyed 0 issues of system reliability and stability)" Edison 

it included in its ref11ecl,application as Exhibits S, 
w, all the engineering studies performed by the COTP 

Study Committee on systems,re-liabilityand stability 
In response to a third generaldeficieney entitled 
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*Enerqy Commission Forecast,* Edison indicates that the XOOs . 
directed EMA to prepare an economic ,scenario based on the CEC/. 

·forecast assumptions. Aceording to Edison, *this scenario 
demonstrated more favorable results. for the CO'l'P than did Edi n's 
base case scenario.* (Edison appeal, p. 17.) In response the 
fourth general deficiency entitled *PUblic Utilities Code 
Edison asserts that it included in its second applicati copies of 
two long-term firm power agreements recently executed ith PNW 
utilities as well as additional information explaini q EMA's 
assumptions about the availability of PNW capaCityI' Thus, in 
A.87-10-023, Edison maintains that it filed deta7fed intormation in 
response to each o! the general deficiencies li?ted in the first 
rejection letter.. It maintains that the secory! rejection violates 
GO 131-C and PSA, since both of those autho~~es provide that once 
an applicant has cured the deficiencies idefitified in the 
application, the application must be acc~ed' as complete • 

With regard to the second rejection letter, Edison 
contests the fact that the identified~. /eneral deficiencies are 
actually deficiencies. I' . 

Edison maintains that~l 'qed general deficiencies 
associated with current BPA est' . tes of available PNW power, the 
final BPA LTXAP, and the disput over the IOO/Edison PNW computer 
model, were not identified in?e first rej'ection letter. Moreover 
it disputes the notion that any of these items are truly 
defieiencies in cOnjunctio~With either application. Edison 
maintains that a current PA estimate of PNW: power is available and 
has been provided in itsfapplieation. Whatever uncertainty there 
may be about the ass~tions due to inereased fish-kill issues, 

.' raised by a third party over which Edison has no control, is not an 
appropriate basis ;6r rejecting the second application in Edison's 
view. In regard ~ the BPA LTIAP, Edison points out that no 
guarantee exists/that BPA will on a particular elate (or indeed 
ever) adopt an TXAP. Making its application dependent upon the 
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act of a third party is wunconscionablew, in Edison's view. 
connection vith the dispute over the Edison computer model 
lanquage, Edison asserts that it has already gone tar beyon 
requirements of ORA's own proposed rule order implementin § § 

5S5(a)-(d) and 18-21-18-24. It,Ms licensed ORA to use i~ PNW model 
and to modify it, and provided ORA vith equipment and~Chnieal 
assistance to install its mOdels on the ORA's comput/r. Edison 
maintains that neither the PU Code nor GO 131-C m~ the provision 
of access to computer models a prerequisite tor ~ceptance ot 
applications.. . L " . 

With regard to the South ot Tesla defiCiency, Edison . . , 
asserts that the circumstance that certain/dOT participants beyond 
the Commission's jurisdiction have not agreed· to the principles, 
is not a valid reason tor rejection ot,E!ison's second application. 
It believes that ORA, is still able to4'nitiate a review of the 
costs and benefits ot service prov! ~ to the IOUs and offered to 
remaining participants pursuant to e principles • 

Edison asserts that it ncluded all relevant elements of 
the proposed LAOWP/Edison trans ission capacity exchange and 
litigation settlement agree~e ' in its second apPlication., Its 
objection to a data request or the unexecuted contract provides no 
basis for rejecting the se ond application, in: Edison's view. It 
maintains that it has giv~n the ORA all intormation about the 
proposed agreement nece-'ary to analyze this project. It regards 
the alleged deticieney!(that the proposed aqreementwas 
incompletely deseri~'d) as totally unfounded. Edison promises that 
it will give the O~ a copy of the proposed agreement it and when 
it is approved and executed by LADWP.. In the meantime, it bel ieves 
that its objecti~n t()c producinq an unexecutee1proposed aqreement is 
an inappropri,.te ground for rejection. . 

o~e issue of the municipal-only base case, Edison 
believes statf has mistakenly assumed that Edison used different 
~sc l~lte~tive$' Edison a~~irms that the base line 
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alternative it used was that the municipal utilities would build 
the COT project without IOO participation. 

Edison disputes the assertion that it provided no 
quantitative analysis of the strategic benefits associated 
,participation in the COT' project. It reters to discussi 
second application of this issue as well as workpapers 'n support 
of its qu.antitative analysis. (Appendix B-1 to- Exhib' B, appeal). 
It believes the rejection based on the existence 
in this area is simply incorrect. 

with regard to-specific deficiencies' 
attachments to thesecond'rejection letter, E 
litems have either been satisfied,. 
nature of data requests. 

Edison charges that the second ejection letter auqments 
and redefines many of the specific defi encies from the first 
rejection letter. (Edison appeal, p.O.) In several instances, 
according to Edison, new additional aterial not requested in the 
first rejection letter,. was reques d in the second. (See, Example 
of 12 deficiencies identified in rejection letter, and 
lE:dison's response, Appendix 0 t its appeal, referenced at pages 31 
'1:0 32 of Edison's appeal). Ed' son maintains that it was 
:eesponsive, and that the sec d rejection letter listed items as 
deficiencies which were not previously so identified. Edison 
believes that its second plication is not deficient if 
:lnformation which was no specified in the first rejection letter 
was not provided in th second application. 

Edison also charges that the reviewing staff is using the 
desiqnation of spec' ic deficiencies as a means of arguing its own 
assu:mptions and me odologies. Edison believes this is 
inappropriate. I 

's responsibility h.ere is to review 
Ediso 's application for compliance with 
stat tory and regulatory requirements, not to 
att mpt to leverage applieants.to chanqe their 
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base case analysis asswnptions •. W (Edison 
appeal, p. 34.) 

Edison asserts that the california Environment 
Act (CEQA) provides some guidance by analogy in its s ification 
that disagreell1ent among experts does not make an EXR nadequate. 
Edison concludes that differing assumptions do not 
application deficient. 

Furthermore, Edison eontenda that the 
identifieation of specific deficiencies as a scovery tool. 
Edison does not dispute ORA's right to eoncl t discovery, and .avers 
that it has been answerinq data requests flowinq the initial 
rejection of its application. 

XIX. 

A. 
tiled lengthy formal comments 

responding to the appeals of PC , Edison, and SD(';&E.. As a 
preliminary matter, DRA obje to 'the notion that Edison's 
application has been Wrej ect , W silllce' the Commission has kept the 
A.87-10-023 docket open in rder to- allow the parties the 
opportunity to proceed on 11 issues of the case which are not 
dependent on the missing information. ORk su):)mits the only effect 
of the Executive Dire 
clock running' under 

r's letter is to delay the start of the 
e PSA. 

ORA also r ports that Edison has stopped responding to 
ORA clata requests,. ending the outcome of thiS; appeal, although 
Edison disputes is report (Edison Reply, pp. 6-8). 

Furth. ore, ORA. notes that it the commission grants 
Edison's appea , effectively finding' its application to be 
complete, tbe clock will start to· run underPSA ancl the Commission 
will have y 180 days to reach a decision· on the merits. 
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Finally, ORA argues that the COT Project requires c 
scrutiny in view of the sensitivity of applicants' cost 
effectiveness assumptions. It notes that the applicants 
relied on nontraaitional benefits (i.e., in~reased syst 
and reliability) in order to bolster their cost-effe 
analysis. Thus, the missing information can be of 
importance, as it relates to the analysis, of a 5i 
coula tip the seales ,against cost-effectiveness. 
B.. tbe Mietleinq Xn:(QXI!AtioD 

1. XI) §enera1 
ORk asserts that Edison's applic ion suffers from 

multiple deficiencies, over and abe·ve th major items discussed in 
the appeal., It calculates 40 common orrected deficiencies from 
the initial applications, 20 common ticiencies arisin<] from the 
second applications, and ~O deficie to Edison's 
application. 

2. PO: COde S$SCtion 110Z 

A primary concern is e !ailure of ,Edison to proviae 
wsufficient reliable intorma onW of PNW power prices, as required 
by PUblic Utilities Code § 102. ORA notes a' substantial conflict 
:between applicants' curre estimates ofPNW capacity ancl energy 
availability and BPA's 0 most recent lower (by 1,500 Gwh) 

estimates of energy e rt sales. ORA also indicates that BPA is 
estimates downward to mitigate certain 

licants' current estimates are al$o much 
curr4~ntly revising i 
fishery impacts. A 
higher than avail le Ener<]y Commission and OF industry: forecasts. 

ORA po' ts to certain ongoinq litigation which may 
require BPA to urther mitigate fishery impacts associated with 
increased e s of hydroelectric power for COT ana other 
projects, ra inq substantial questions that the CO~ Project is no 
lonqer cost eftective (ORA Conunents, p. 8:). Accordinq to ORA: 

/ 

W PA's revised tinal EXS which. will contain its 
final mitigation proposals. is scheduled for 
release in mid-March. Pending release of that 
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document, the uncertainty surrounding fishery 
mitiqation makes it impossible for the 
commission to satisfy the mandate of PU Code 
§ 1102.* (ORA. Comments,' p. 8.) 

ORA also maintains that the LTIAP, now sehedu ed for 
release in mid-April 198a, has a major bearing on .the COT Project 
economic analysis. The maqnitudeof the potential ~ actions is 
so great, in ORA's view, that they could elimina nearly all 
enerqy and capacity benefits from the project_ RA states: 

*The utili ties have arquE·d that they' should not 
have to wait for BPA to issue its inal LTIAP. 
But this is precisely the policy dvocated by 
PU Code § 1102--that california tilities not 
commit themselves to expenSi:vnvestments in 
transmission lines to the No west until BPA 
has made some commitmen~ reg ding price and 
availability of power.* ~O . Comments, p. 9.) 

Finally, ORA. believes th Exeeuti ve Director was correct 
to identify as a deficiency thei· .that Edison's PNW computer 
model, used by all applicants, . not yet available to ORA in a 
readily known computerlanquag. Edison's conversion of the model 
to FORTRAN will not be compl~ed until mid-February, according to 
ORA.. ORA cites the short l"'d time between acceptance of the 
applications and the due ~te for ORA testimony as further 
justification for refusif9_ to allow the PSA clock to start. 

l. :r:ru: Project SJSUth of ~sla 
PG&E's firs~coT Project application contained a request 

to build a new line doUth of the 'I.'esla substation (Los Banos-Gates 
Project). The Los los-Gates Project is included in TANC's EIR at 

tely $100 million.. However,. Edison and SDG&:S 
s Banos-Gates. ir.~ their initial applications, and 

rector noted this inconsistency as·· a deficiency in 

In their second applications, all three IOtTs sought 
consistency. by agreeing to a set of principles 'regarding wheeling 

according to ORA, provide a level of 
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service somewhat less than *tirm,* albeit obviating the need f 
Los Banos-Gates. 

DRA believes the Executive Director correctly r used t~ 
accept the applications in the absence of formal agreem t by the 
non-IOU participants, and solely on the basis of the 
representations that the non-IOU participants woul ltimately 
agree t~ these principles. ORA points to PG&E's 00 million 
exposure in the event of liti~ation over the pr ciples. ORA 
believes *this dispute between COTP particip s as to what the COT 
Project is must be settled by all participa s before the 
applications can be considered complete. * CORA Comments,. p.. 12.) 

4. Lack or SUpporting UotA 
ORA als~ believes the IOU ap ications are deficient, for 

lack of any baseline studies of syste reliability, given the claim 
that system reliability is a major oject benefit. 

S. Failure to Disclose Rel ant 
~or.aation Re Edison-'U\.IMP' 
Transmission Capacity 

e agreed to exehan~e 820 MW of 
transmission capacity on 1" es to the PNW, partially conditioned on 
the construction of the 0 upqrade. Edison would give LAOWP 320 MW 
of Edison's capacity on e existing AC line and in exchange LAOWP' 
would give Edison SOO of capaeity on the DC upgrade for a 
35-year period. ORA~sserts that Edison would thus gain an 
additional 400 MW ~firm transmission capacity to the PNW even if 
the COT Project we e not constructed. Edison's second 
application, lik those of PG&E and SOO&E,. reflects Edison's 
participation i this exchange. 

DRA elieves the Commission needs t~ know about feasible 
alternatives d why they were rejected by the IOUs, in order to' 
gauge proje cost effectiveness.. ORA contests Edison's 
assertions made in its appeal, that all elementsot this agreement 
relevant 0 the Commission's evaluation ot the COT Project,. have 
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been described in A.S7-10-023. Nonetheless, subsequent to . suance 
of the November 13th deficiency letter, Edison has provid 
background information, which ORA believes is adequate evaluate 
the effect.of thi~ aqree~ent on Edison's particiPatio~n the COT 
Project. However, it has provided this informationjOnly to ORA 
(pursuant to PU Code § 583); until Edison makes a ~mplete public 
explanation of the terms of its agreement, ORA believes the 
application is properly termed incomplete. 

6. tbe mmi=Only )}aRline 
PG&E and Edison measure the benet s of the COT project 

against a wmuni-only baseline~w which ass es that if these IOUs do, 
not participate in the project~ the muni will proceed to build the 
line by themselves. 2 

ORA believes PG&E and Ediso & assumptions regarding the 
muni's construction costs are defect e in that they have simply 
assumed that construction costs to the' munis will be the same as 
for the IOU-muni combination. In RA's view, this exaggerates the 
attractiveness of the muni-only ption, and consequently exaggerates 
the cost effectiveness of theDRA believes the' 
Executive Director correctly oted this as a deficiency and 
correctly sought to aChieve consistency on this point among the 
three IOUs. 

7. ptions 
ating Oispa:tch 

that the IOUs' applications contained flawed 
assumptions that al generating plants are dispatched in optimum 
fashion. Such ass ption, which does not jibe with actual practice 
in ORA's view, qr atly exaggerates each IOU's ability to absorb- PNW 

2 ORA not s that under the conventional Wno projectW alternative 
baseline, &E's. and Edison's costs of participation exceea 
benefits over $200 million (DRk Comments., pc. 18).· 
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economy enerqy. According to ORA, the maqnitude of this impact is 
$100+ million, in present value terms, over the life of the project 
(Atfidavit of Robert Weatherwax .. ORA Comments, p. 19).. ORA.. 
believes the Executive Director acted properly in identifying this 
cleficiency. 
c. Information *~ed tor Bvalu§:tism PUl;poes 

1... Generic Intox:M.tion 
ORA believes that the Commission measures of 

public convenience and necessity by resolving- sev al issues: 
o Do projected economic and strategi benefits 

outweigh the economic co~ts? 

o Is the project more cost eftec 
less environmentally harmful 
alternatives? . 

o Are the risks to· ratepayer. acceptable that 
the benefits won't be a eved. or the costs 
will be qreater than to cast? (section 
1102) • 

o Is there an appropri e allocation of costs, 
and benefits betwee populations of 
ratepayers over ti e? 

In ord.er to d.ecide e issue of public convenience and 
nece:~sity, ORA believes the ommission needs a cletailed description 
of the proposed project, a cepted. by all participants, as well as a 
detailed. description of 1 projected benefits, in verifiable form. 
Major benefits must alw s be described in detail, particularly 
where the proponent is relying on nontraditional benetits (e.g., 
increased system rel· etc.) and nontraditional methods of 
benet its 

2. 

ORA's 
to be used to r 
Streamlininq A 
and, PO' Code § 

focus on tour eomponents ot the framework 
iew projects such as COT~ 'I'heseare: the Permit 

CPO'C Information and. criteria List, GO l~l~C, 

- 17 -



• In terms ot review under PSA, 
posit.ion is overly legalistic. The real· issue·, in RA's view, is 
whether the Commission and its statt have appris ~ the applicants 
of the required intormation in a timely and ap opriate manner, 
prior to. the filing ot the applications. Wh' e the applicants 
object to. the tact that the deficiency let rs identified·, 
information requirements not specified i the Commission's tormal 
regulations, ORA argues that the . real i sue is whether the 
utilities knew what sort et infermatithe statf needed in order 
to. review this siqniticant project. ORA submits that the answer is 

""yes.* 
The Commission's Into 

pursuant to.. the PSA, requires c 
these applicants. 3 ORA submit 

tion and criteria list, adopted 
ain definitive information from 

that the applicants have tailed 
to. provide crucial intormatio. For example, there is no agreement 
among project participants ut the nature of the project south ot 

• 
Tesla, although 0.89905 rtires a tull description o.t the proposed 
pro:lect, as well as detai s of its estimated cost. 

• 

The Intormatio and criteria. List also. reqUires a showing 
of public convenience 
applicants have faile 
their participation 

d necessity, but in ORA's view the IOU 
to address this issue, instead justitying 

. the notion that their failure to participate 
will result in the nstruetion of the line by the munis, 
ultimately at grea~r cost to ratep~yers. 

ORA als notes that the Information and Criteria List and 
PSA must not be 'nterpreted in a·manner that.would trustrate CEQA, 
and the Commiss'on's independent obligations as a responsible 
agen.cy tor the COT Project (the CEQA guidelines provide a 
responsible agency with 30 days to review an application tor 

(Govt. Code § 65944 (c) .. ) 

pp. :s to. 0.8990$ (l979) 1 CPUC 2d166 • 
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Finally, the commission's Information and criteria 
requires submission by applicants of *SUchadclitional informa 
and. d.ata as may be necessary to a full und.erstancling of the 
project.* This provision mirrors the Commission's generic 
requirement tor applications, Rule lo5(c). 

ORA disputes the applicants' arguments that 
with GO 131-C largely satisfies thei~ filinq requirem 
COT Project. According t~ ORA, these filing obliga ons arise 
primarily from the Commission's Information and cr. teria List and 
PO' Code § 1102. 

ORA submits that the applicants have nterpreted their 
o~ligations und.er section 110Z very narrowly d unpersuasively_ 
According to ORA: 

* ••• The duty of the applicant is have its 
application contain 'sufficient eliable 
information.' The only indica 'on of what the 
Legislature meant by that phr sa is contained 
in the second sentence. To onclude the 
Legislature meant nothinq m re than that an 
applicant must comply with the existing general 
tiling requirements ot GO 131-C is to conclud.e 
that the Legislature ena ted meaningless 
legislation, a violatio of common rules of 
interpreting statutes. (DRA comments, p. 29.) 

ORA also. believes. t applicants' narrow interpretation 
of their § 1102 obligations :itS inconsistent with the allocation of 
the burden of proof in this/proceeding. 
D.. DRA's Response to othef ~ts 

EXesented P" A'QWal / 

DRA denies ~ assertion that the Commission has created 
a re'3'Ulatory moving tlrget. ORA believes there is an affirmative 
obligation under PS~to critically evaluate the information 
submitted in res~se to the initial deficiency letters (Govt. Code 
§§ 6-59S3(a)-(b» Indeed PSA provides a 3-0-day review period for 
this purpose. dditionally, DRA maintains that the'defieiencies 
noted. econd applications result'from. substantial changes 

, , 
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made by applicants themselves. As examples, ORA cites de tion ot 
the Los Banos Gates Proj ect and s\ll:)sti tution of the new outh of 
Tesla transmission wprinciplesw: the existence of 'the aison/LADWP 
Exchange aqreement, noted for the first time in the evisea 
application of Edison, ana first-time quantificati . of certain 
strategic benefits in the revised applications 0 Edison and SDG&E. 

ORA also denies that it is using PSA 0 obtain 
information which should be obtained during n 1 discovery. It 
believes the applicants have tailed t~ ass;~ any legal authority 
for the proposition that the information r~quested is a discovery 
item, as opposed to required information lor purposes of assessing 
the completeness of the applications. 

ORA disputes Edison's conte ion that the Executive 
Director has illegally redefined th initial deticiencies to find 
Edison's second COT Project applic ion incomplete. For e~ple, 
DRA states the initial rejection etter noted as a defieiency 
Edison's failure to inelude enq~eerinq analysis on some subjects 
impacting Edison's claim of in~eased reliability, and the letter 
sU9gested that Edison COrre~thiS deficiency by providing copies 
of engineering reports measuring COT Project effects on certain 
system constraints and re~rements. According to ORA: 

HEdison providea!what studies, it had done, and 
argues that it/thereby met the requirement of 
the deficiency. Meanwhile, Edison had also 
chosen for ~e first time in its second 
application;to (1) quantify the value of the, 
increased ~liability ($40 million), and 
(2) reveal/the presence of a major transmission 
line exchange agreement with LAOWP to the 
Northwes't!. Even though the infonation 
requested in the first defieiency letter was 
even mo~e critical due to the applicants' 
incre~ed reliance on it, the studies and 
inf~;mation submitted with Edison's second 
app~cation still do not provide supporting 
evidence or analysis for the utility'S now 
9r~ater claims regarding increased , ' 
reli~ility." (ORA, Comment$, p. J.7~) 
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Specifically ORA points to. Edison"s failure to adclress the 
cOXl.straints and require~ents (e.g_" effects o.f curtailment 

,Northern california hyclro. CJeneration, etc.) detailed in 
Ex~cutive Director's letter. 

ORA disaCJrees that it has used this process argue its 
own ~se. It agrees with Edison that an applicant ~ld not be 
forced in its application to adopt assumptions wi which it 
disagrees. However, it also· believes this is not 
Wh~Lt is at issue, in DRA's view, "is Edison~s t 
~ useful description of the methodology whi 
Comments, p. 38: Emphasis in original). Th 
DRA, is as tollows: 

lure to provide 
(ORA 

~Whatever quantitative logic an methodo.logy the 
applicant chooses, an applica~on must contain 
enough information to allow ~e staff (and 
other parties) to know wha~ssumPtions the 
applicant has made and how ose assumptions 
compare with the applican 's actual operating 
history. To the exten~at an applicant 
attributes a siqnifican economic benefit to. 
some feature of the pr 'ect, the applicant must 
make its best effort ~o explain logically and 
quantitatively how i~derived the estimate of 
the benefit. It ~'s ot sufficient that the 
applicant merely d lare its ~judgment~ that 
the project will ve so. many tens of millions 
of dollars of b)r:fits fer one reason or 
another. Such "black box" approach makes it 
impossible for e Commission to independently 
evaluate the ~~rits of the applicant's claim. 
ORA is not seeking to· impose its own 
quantitative/methodologies on the app·licant, 
but it insiits that the applicants 10Cjically . 
and quantit'atively explain their claims.. (ORA 
commentsrt- 38..) 

ORA also. disputes ~e notion that it is improperly using the 
Executive Directot's rejection letter as a discovery toel. (ORA 
Comments, pp. 38 39.) 

Fina y, ORA contends that there is nothing impermissible 
about ORA sta invelvement in reviewing the applications for 
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completeness •. ORA points to the lack 01: any such prohibition in 
PSA, the Commission's Rules. of Practice and Proc,edure, or ~eneral 
equitable principles. FUrthermore,. ORA believes that s~tin9 
constraints di~te ORA's involvement. Ultimately, ho;fever, ORA 
contends that its involvement has been fair, in tha;tit has not 
taken a position on the COT Proj ect, other than ~o-tate that it is 
impractical to- evaluate the merits based on the formation 
presented to date. ORA insists that it has no)p econceptions that 
the project, should be denied on its· merits.. ~rthermore, ORA 
believes applicants are protected by thira ellate process and 
that, in any event, they have failed to de onstrate any abuse of 
procedural rules or PSA. . , 

Pursuant to the ALJ's of January 26, 1988 PG&E and 
Edi:;.on tiled timely replies to ORA' Comments. Most ot the 
arg1lment contained in these replie reiterates applicants" 
extensive prior argument: however! several pOints deserve further 
attention, and are cliscusseci l:>e~~ and/or in Section IV. 

Responding to ORA's~oncerns about fish kill impacts, 
Ediso~ maintains that c:urrenulavailable information is sufficient 
tor the Commission's decis¥runaking ' purposes. In support, Edison 
references a January 21, ~88 letter from SPA's counsel t~ the ORA 
COT Project Manager. S~ethiS letter was unavailable to the 
Executive Director at the time the applications were rejected, its 
~~rrent aVailabilit~oes not resolve the question whether 
rejection of the sec nd COT Project application constituted an 
abuse of diseretio Therefore, we do not find Edison's argument 
helpful in resolv~q the dispute before USA 

pointi/q to the proDlems posed by these appeals, Edison 
also argues thaj the Commission should develop a more refined 
pUblished sys~m of standards for CPC&N applications reflecting the 
anticipated 
likely toe 

verse and nontraclitional'nature of resource proposals 
e before it in the future. Edison eites COvermnent 
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Code § 65942 as requiring the commission to revise its 
reqllirements "'as needed so that they (are] current and ac at 
all times.'" Edison suggests that the Commission develop through 
its rulemaking process, such a retinedpublished syst (Eclison 

,Reply, p. 18-). 
It its Reply PG&E suggests that keeping 

the docket'" is inconsistent with rejection ot its 
believes the commission's Rules of Practice ancl 
provide a mechanism whereby an application is 

ese matters "'on 
pplication. It 

ocedure do, not 
accepted but 

still in the docket (PG&E Reply, p. 7). PC& contends that Rule 46 

should not be interpreted as allowing the' 
accept nor reject, "'but'instead hold an a 
limbo"': it terms such a reacting of the 
interpretation'" ot the plain language .. 

xv. 

mmission to neither 
lication in regulatory 

• A. 18ekground 

'.! 

We have previously d' cussed the importance of 
har.monizing the various contl' ing statutory demands the 
commission must satisfy in r aching its ultimate decision. The 
preacceptance review unde ken by our ExeCutive Director is a very 
important first step desi ed to ensure that the Commission will 
have a sufficient record at the end of this proceeding to make the 
findings necessary to ~tisfy §§ 1705- and 1102(b) of the PO Code. 
This task is even mor~critical in the instant case where we are 
reviewing three scpa~te applications and attemptin9 to harmonize 
applicants' individ al requests tor authority to participate in a 
significant trans 
applicant's syst 

ssion line project, which impacts each 
differently. 
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B. ReSOlut:f.sm . 
1. ~ion 1122 Isse 

Section 1102, enacted in 1ge&, provides as 
W(a) Notwithstanding any other provision 0 

this article, and in addition to· th 
requirements of Article 1 (commenc' 9 with 
Seetion 1001), an electrical corp ation 
proposing to construct an electr'cal 
transmission line t~ the northw stern 
United states shall provide Commission 
with sufficient reliable· info ation t~ 
enable the Commission to de rmine that 
the proposed line, at the ectric rates 
expected to prevail over e useful life 
of the line, will be cos effective. The 
Commission, in its anal is of the 
forecast cost of elect city, shall take 
into consideration ~recent increases in 
the char~es for purc Sing surplus 
electric~ty from th northwestern United 
states, the possib' ity of future 
increases in thos charges, the 
teasibility of n otiatinq lonq-term 
contracts under easonable' charges, and 
the teasibilit of purchasing electricity 
directly from anada rather than through 
the Bonnevil Power Administration. 

NCb) The Commis on shall not issue a 
certifica of public convenience and 

. necessity.: unless it is satisfied that the 
electric 1 eorporation has provided the 
informa ion described in subdivision (a).w 

was enacted subsequent to the adoption of GO 
131-C, which became effective in its current version on 
September 18, 198 (Resolution No. E-2059). The applicants have 
argued that § 11 2" imposes no additional duties on them at the 
preapplication taqe absent amendment of GO 131-C to specifically 
include the rirements of § 1102. We disagree, although in 
retrospect w recognize that ideally, we should have. adopted such 
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an amendment, in the interests ot avoiding confusion.4 

Nonetheless, we agree with ORA that it makes no sens to conclude 
that the Legislature enacted meaninqless leqislati , which would 
be the 109'ieal conclusion ot the applicants' ar ent. If the 
legislature intended that the applicants compl only with the 
existing general tiling requirements of GO 1 -C, there would have 
been no need to highlight the issue ot No 
enactinq § 1102. 

Furthermore, even in the abse e of incorporating § 1102 
into GO 131-C, the Commission's existi 9 rules and procedures, 
referenced in Rule 17.3 (Review and proval of Development 
Projects) were sutticient to put ap licants on notice that they 
would be required to address ~su additional information as may be 
required by the Commission in a articular proeeedin9.~ (Rule 

15(c». This was a concrete r irement. In addition, there is no 
question that the reviewing s att placed each of the applicants on 
n~tice that they were expec d to address the statutory 
requirements of § 1102 at e preapplication stage. Thus,. 
applicants cannot complai that they were kep~.in the dark about 
their preapplieation ob qations to address § 1102. 

2. The Pr~ur Used To Reject 

Applicants also object to ORA's participation in the 
preapplication rev' w process. In an ideal situation, we agree 
that it would be eferable not to have to rely on our advocacy 
staff to provide 
during' the prea 
explained the 

echnical assistance to the EXecutive Director 
lieation review stage.. Nonetheless, ORA. has 

involvement. was required in this 

4 We :fin 
Reply, th 
of standa 
should 

merit in Edison's suggestion, made in its February 3rd 
the' Commission develop a more refined published systeln 

ds; this is a matter involvinqupdating GO, 131-C which. 
pursued at the earliest teasible time. 
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instance, and the real question 
resulted from this involvement. 

is whether any abuse of discretion 

We have delegated the 
I 

responsibility for preapp cation 
review to the Executive Director. In assessing whether 
process was fair, we rely principally on the critical 
our Executive Director in quidinq the staff. DRA ha 
approach it took in pursuing its own obligations to assist the 
Executive Director. Based on the information pre 
basis to believe that DRA'$ input resulted from 
notion that the applications should be rejecte 
Indeed, there is every indication that ORA p 

nted, we have no 
y preconceived 

objectively, with reference to obtaining information the 
commission would need in order to initia proceedings and make 
findings of fact and conclusions of law on all contested issues 
within the tight time frames mandated PSA. 

3. The Deficiencies Leading 
to Rejection 

With that background, now review the' principal 
deficiencies highlighted in th appeals and comments of the 
parties, to analyze whether ere has been an abuse of discretion. 
At the outset, we recognize at some of these deficiencies 
arquably may be more appro riately addressed in the hearing room. 
For example, two items ( e muni-only baseline argument and staff's 
assertion that the app cants have made unrealistic assumptions 
regarding current ope atinq dispatch procedures) border on disputes 
over the merits of e applications ~nd the weight to be given the 
various showings. For the future, we expect the Executive Director 
in assessing anYjt'esubmitted applications from the IOO's, to' be 
sensitive to ~se issues which go more to the weight to be 
accorded the O's' evidentiary presentations. However, this is a 
matter of j gment, and given the need to' harmonize the conflicting 
requiremen s of the PSA, and. §§ 1705 and llOZ(b), it was not 
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necessarily unfair to resolve such difficult questions aqainst the 
applicants. 

A key issuo raised in the appeals is the rejection 
applications on the basis of the failure of the non-IOU 
participants to- formally aqree to the South of Tesla princ' 
The applicants have accused the Commission of employing *moving 
regulatory target* because this issue was raised for e first time 
in rejecting the second application. We disagree, iven the fact 
that the South of Tesla principles were included n the second 
applications to replace the Los Banos-Gates Sy' em Upgrade 
(included only in PG&E's initial applicatio 

The dispute over the rejection sed on the South of 
'l'esla issue is crucial in highlighting e dilemma faced by the 
commission as it struggles tOe resolve e issues raised by the 
CPC&N applications within the tight imeframes mandated by PSA. 
The lack of agreement among the C . Proj ect participants 
illustrates graphically that th e is no clear definition of what 
this project encompasses. Wit out the agreement of the non-IOU 
participants, this Com:missio is in no· pos.ition to bcqin hearing 
the merits: to do so would ut ratepayers at risk that future 
uncertainty about the sco e of the project may result in the need 
for further proceedings nd/or an unacceptable level of ratepayer 
exposure should a fu er system upqrade prove unavoidable. In its 
reply, Pc;.&E indicate that if it is subsequently forced. to proceed 

~ or a similar project, it will seek 
certification at later appropriate time, and will also- deal with 
any contractual amitications of providing transmission service to 
other participa ts. This is precisely the problem. T~e issue 
needs to be d initively addressed at the outset, because it 

ions of project definition, as. well as the scope of 
igations, under the COT Project MOU. We conclude that 

a clear definition of this project is a fatal flaw at 
ication stage. While we agree withPG&E that' applicants 

involves que 
the IOOs' 0 

the lack 0 

the preap 
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need not submit the entirety of the information this agency needs 
to take final action (Govt .. Code § 65944 (b» ,.- we also beli,eve 
project definition is vital to a decision to start the clock 
Thus~ the applications were properly rejected on this basi 

Similarly, SOG&E's 2007 issue~ which also· rais 
fundamental questions about the definition and scope 0 the COT 
Project~ was a deficiency justifying rejection. lieve it was 
a deficiency in SOG&E's first application as well, egardless of 
the terminoloqy used in the first rejection lett 

In resolving the deficiencies' relate 
issues, we rely heavily on our previous discu 
the propriety of considering § 110Z issues 

to Northwest Power 
ion which affirms 

the preapplication 
stage. Thus we conclude that the Executiv. Director properly 
rejected the applications due to the app icants' inability to 
address the BPA's Revised Final EIS an long-term int~rtie access 
policy (LTIAP),S and the inscrutabil' y of Edison's PNW computer 
model used by all applicants in the'r affirmative showings • 

Another series of serio deficiencies relate to, the 
alleged failure to quantify nont aditional benefits of proceeding 
with the project~ and failure assess feasible alternatives. 
This was the reason for reje ing the applications on the basis of 
deficiency for lack of base ine studies of system reliability, and. 
failure to d.isclose relev~t information regarding the Ed.ison-LAOW? 
Transmission Capacity E~ange Agreement. The meaningful analysis 
of benefits and feasible alternatives ,is a crucial step in the 
process of granting a CPC&N.. Because these issues go to-the' heart 
of any CPC&N d.eterm' ation, we believe the Executive Director 

ins that it cannot remedy the deficiencies keyed to 
these BPA's a tivities, since these matters are outside its 
control. We do· not find that argument persuasive. The 
applicatio should not be filed until such basic deficiencies 
(keyed to 1102) ~ be remedied • 
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correctly identified them as appropriate preapplication 
given the facts of these particular applications,. and e 
believe there was any abuse of discretion in specify" 9 that this 
information be provided at the preapplication stag. We 
acknowledge that these are the types of issueswh"ch will be 
litigated during the course of evidentiary hear' gs but this does 
not diminish the tmportance of requiring info ation at the 
preapplication stage. This information is i the nature of a prima 
facie showing in support of the issuance of 
expect that it will be in~luded at the OU 

accordance with established procedures. 

e,CPC&N, and thus we 

In sum, all of the above item provide sufficient bases 
to support the rejection of these app cations. In conclusion, for 
all of the reasons above stated, we 
determination that the applications 

firm the Executive Director's 
incomplete and therefore 

rejected. 
Given the Executive Di ctor's rejection of the 

application, and our affirmatio of his action, there is no· longer 
any matter pending before us, s PG&E's Reply correctly notes. 
Therefore, we will close this docket. 
lindings of Fact 

~. In the absence 0 a distinct appellate process under 
Goverrunent Code § 65943 (C , Rule 8$ of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure i the appropriate.procedure for challenges 
under the Permit Stream ining Act. 

2. Applicants' ppeals were tiled in compliance with 
Rule 8S. 

3. The respo 
delegated to the 

4. 

ibility for preapplieation review has been 
cutive Director. 

ess of an application at the beginning of the 
proceeding is cr'tical because of the time constraints of ' the 
permit which must be accommodated in conjunction 
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ORPER-

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. The Executive Director's rejection of A.87-10- is 

hereby af!inneCt. 

I 

I 

I 

2. The docket in A.~7-10-023 is closed. 
This order is e!!e~e today. 
Dated FEB 16 1 ' , at San Fr California .. 

will file a written concurrance. 

Joh.n B. Ohanian 
Commissioner 

will file a written concurrance. 

G. Mitchell wilk 
Commissioner 

....·ill file a written 

Frederick R. Duda 
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